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Russia is one of the world’s leading mineral producing
countries and accounts for a large percentage of the former
Soviet Union’s (FSU’s) production of a range of mineral
products, including industrial minerals, metals, and mineral
fuels. In 2007, Russia ranked among the leading world
producers or was a significant producer of such mineral
commodities as aluminum, arsenic, asbestos, bauxite, boron,
cadmium, cement, coal, cobalt, copper, diamond, fluorspar,
gold, iron ore, lime, lithium, magnesium compound and metals,
mica (flake, scrap, and sheet), natural gas, nickel, nitrogen, oil
shale, palladium, peat, petroleum, phosphate, pig iron, potash,
rhenium, silicon, sulfur, titanium sponge, steel, tin, tungsten, and
vanadium.
Minerals in the National Economy
The mineral raw material sector, which includes mineral
extraction and processing, in Russia produced about 30% of
the country’s gross domestic product (GDP) and contributed
about 70% of the country’s budget revenues (Chanturiya, 2007).
Analyses from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and The
World Bank have estimated that the oil and gas sector accounted
for about 20% of the country’s GDP (U.S. Energy Information
Administration, 2007a). According to estimates by the IMF
and The World Bank, Russia’s oil and gas sector accounted for
64% of Russia’s export revenues in 2007 and 30% of all foreign
direct investment (FDI) in the country (U.S. Energy Information
Administration, 2008a). The metallurgical sector accounted for
about 5% of the GDP, 18% of industrial production, and 15%
of exports (Parkhomenko, 2007). In 2006, 10,360,000 workers
that made up 1.5% of the labor force were engaged in mining
(Rossiya v Tsifrakh 2007, 2008a).
Russia, however, ranked among the lower 20% of mineral
extracting countries in its per capita consumption of metals
(Chanturiya, 2007). Domestic consumption of mineral products
was increasing, however (Parkhomenko, 2007). Growth in
domestic demand took place because of increased demand in the
fuel, domestic machine manufacturing, and transport sectors.
Owing to the need in these sectors for high-quality metals or
a specific assortment of products not produced domestically,
such as zinc-coated and alloyed steels and a variety of steel
pipes, these industries still imported a percentage of these metal
products (Nekrasov, 2007).
In 2007, out of total of 849.5 billion rubles1 ($33.21 billion)
invested in fixed capital for medium- and large-scale
organizations engaged in the extractive industries, 774.5 billion
rubles ($30.28 billion) was invested in the fuel sector and the
remaining 75 billion rubles ($2.9 billion) was invested in the
nonfuel mineral extraction sector. Investment in fixed capital
in the mineral extraction sector accounted for 17.3% of total
capital investment, of which investment in the fuel sector
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made up 15.8%, and in the nonfuel minerals sector, 1.5%
(Federal’naya sluzhba gosudarstvennou statistiki, 2008).
Government Policies and Programs
Amendments proposed to Russia’s law on the use of
subsurface resources were ratified on January 31, 2007. These
amendments set criteria for deposits containing strategic
commodities and limited the rights of foreigners to invest in
a controlling stake in such deposits that have not yet been
developed with foreign participation. Strategic deposits include
oilfields with more than 70 million metric tons (Mt) of reserves,
natural gas fields with more than 50 billion cubic meters of
reserves, copper fields with more than 500,000 metric tons (t)
of copper contained in the ore, and vein gold fields with more
than 50 t of gold contained in the ore. All mineral deposits of
diamond, pure quartz, and uranium are considered strategic.
These new amendments set criteria for strategic deposits that
are much lower for oilfields and gasfields than criteria proposed
earlier and encompass, therefore, a much larger number of
these fields—about 30 oilfields and 40 gasfields. For copper,
three deposits, including the Udokan deposit, would be listed as
strategic, and for gold, the Sukhoy Log deposit would be listed
as strategic (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly,
2007m). A newer version of the law on strategic resources
unveiled in 2008 adds beryllium, cobalt, lithium, niobium,
platinum-group metals (PGM), and the yttrium group of rare
earths to the list of strategic deposits (Interfax Russia & CIS
Metals and Mining Weekly, 2008a).
United Company RUSAL (UC RUSAL) stated that it
understands the importance of climate change to future
generations and set a goal to reduce emissions from its smelters
by a total of 50% by 2015. It planned to spend $1.4 billion by
2013 for this purpose. All smelters were to be modernized to
conform to one standard. UC RUSAL was planning to have
its operations be carbon neutral through improved energy
efficiencies and through recycling. The company was deriving
about 80% of its electricity from hydroelectric sources, and
developing hydroelectric projects was a prominent feature
of UC RUSAL’s development plans. UC RUSAL was also
devoting substantial resources to researching and developing
more environmentally friendly ways to use coal. By increasing
recycling, UC RUSAL would save substantial energy, as
remelting aluminum requires only 10% of the energy used to
produce primary aluminum. UC RUSAL claimed that it was the
first major Russian company to take these steps and hoped that
it would set an example for other Russian companies (Interfax
Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007j).
Production
Russia, according to calculations by the Center for Strategic
Research at Moscow State Mining University, was the
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leading country in the world in the number of minerals that
it mined (Chanturiya, 2007). In 2007, the value of output in
the mineral extraction sector increased by 1.9% compared
with that of 2006; within this sector, the value of extraction
of fuel minerals increased by 1.9%, and of that of nonfuel
minerals, by 1.6% (Federal’naya sluzhba gosudarstvennou
statistiki, 2008). In 2007, production increased compared with
that of 2006 for a number of metals in ores and concentrate,
but decreased significantly for the production of these same
metals. Some increases were large; for example, production of
lead in concentrate increased by more than 45%; molybdenum
in concentrate, by more than 30%; copper in concentrate, by
almost 11%; tungsten in concentrate, by about 10%; bauxite,
by about 6%; and nickel ore, by 5.5%. Production decreased
significantly, however, for molybdenum metal, which fell by
about 34%; cobalt metal, which fell by about 25%; tin metal
(including secondary) and tungsten metal, by about 24% each;
and magnesium metal and its alloys, by about 7%. Production
of copper and nickel metal also decreased by a small amount.
Production increases, however, were reported for such metals
and metallurgical products as lead metal (including secondary
lead), which increased by more than 20%, and primary
aluminum, which increased by about 6%. Production of rolled
titanium was reported to have increased by 15.8%; zinc metal,
by about 8%; titanium sponge, by almost 7%; and alumina, by
more than 3% (table 1; Metall Ukrainy, 2008a).
Structure of the Mineral Industry
At the end of 2007, Russia had 16,100 enterprises engaged
in mining and quarrying, which was an 8.7% increase
compared with the number of enterprises in the previous year
(Federal’naya sluzhba gosudarstvennou statistiki, 2008). Russia
had more than 100 large-capacity mining and beneficiation and
mining and metallurgical enterprises that mined and processed
ferrous and nonferrous metals. The country had 238 coal mining
enterprises, which mined coal at 104 underground mines and
134 open pits. Coal processing took place at 42 beneficiation
plants, 27 beneficiation installations, and 17 sorting stations
(Chanturiya, 2007; Linyev and others, 2007). Almost all coal
mining enterprises were privately owned (Tarazanov, 2008).
The leading enterprises in the nonferrous metals sector included
UC RUSAL for aluminum and MMC Norilsk Nickel for
cobalt, copper, gold and other byproduct metals, nickel, and
PGM. In the ferrous metals sectors, the major metallurgical
enterprises were EvrazHolding Group Ltd., Holding Company
Metalloinvest, Mechel Steel Group OAO [Open Joint Stock
Company], OJSC (Open Joint Stock Company ) Novolipetsk
Steel Co., OJSC Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works, and
Severstal’ enterprises (Parkhomenko, 2007).
Russian policymakers had been advancing state control of
the energy sector and Government-controlled Russian oil and
gas companies were obtaining controlling stakes in previously
foreign-led projects (U.S. Energy Information Administration,
2008a).
In 2007, a controversy was taking place concerning the
ownership of Norilsk Nickel, which was the country’s
leading mining and metallurgical enterprise. On January 31,
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Interros Holding Co., which was the major shareholder in
Norilsk Nickel, announced that Interros would be restructured
and that the company’s two partners would split the company’s
assets. The restructuring of Interros led to a complicated
division of all the partners’ assets, the most prominent of which
was the majority stake in Norilsk Nickel.
When it announced the restructuring, Interros stated that
one of the partners would maintain ownership of Interros,
which would retain all its shares of Norilsk Nickel. The other
partner was to form a separate holding company (which became
Onexim Group) and would focus on energy-related enterprises.
On March 15, Onexim Group was officially launched and was
based on the assets of the former Interros partner, including a
22% interest in Norilsk Nickel, a 22% stake in Polyus Gold, and
a 50% interest in Interros (Interros Holding Co., 2007; Onexim
Group, 2007; Shuster, 2007).
In September, the owner of Onexim Group reportedly
purchased an additional 3% stake in Norilsk Nickel and a 3%
stake in Polyus Gold, which gave him direct ownership of a
blocking stake in each company. (Shareholdings of more than
25% in either company gave the holder a blocking share.) At the
same time, various news organizations reported the possibility
that Onexim Group was in talks with other companies interested
in purchasing its shares in Norilsk Nickel. These two events
indicated that the division of the Interros assets was not going
as originally planned and that the two former partners were
possibly competing for control of the various companies in
which they shared ownership (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and
Mining Weekly, 2007c; Reuters, 2007).
On November 21, Onexim Group offered Interros the right of
first refusal for the purchase of a 25% plus 1% share in Norilsk
Nickel. The offer gave Interros 30 calendar days to accept the
offer and 45 days to close the deal with the purchase of the
shares for cash. Two days later, UC RUSAL announced that it
had come to an agreement with Onexim Group to purchase the
stake offered to Interros if the deal was not finalized. Interros
failed to meet the December 21 deadline to accept the offer and
UC RUSAL stated that it would purchase the shares. As 2007
ended, UC RUSAL was syndicating a loan for the purchase and
trying to obtain final legal approval from various Government
agencies to complete the purchase (Interfax Russia & CIS
Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007b, d, f, g, h, i).
Mineral Trade
In 2007, the composition of Russia’s commodity exports
registered some change outside the Commonwealth of
Independent States (CIS) compared with that of 2006. Crude oil
exports, which composed 52.9% of the value of the country’s
fuel and energy exports outside the CIS, increased by 18.4% in
value and 4.8% in volume. Exports of refinery products, which
made up 24% of the value fuel and energy exports outside the
CIS, increased by 7.6% in volume. Bituminous coal exports
increased by 4.9% in volume and 19% in value (Interfax Russia
& CIS Statistics Weekly, 2008).
Metals and metal products were Russia’s second ranked
commodity export group, with exports increasing to 14.3% of
the value of total exports outside the CIS in 2007 compared with
u.s. geologicAl survey minerals yearbook—2007

13.8% in 2006. Exports in this category increased by 19.5% in
value but decreased by 7.6% in volume as the average contract
price for metals and metal products rose. The average export
prices increased by 40% for nickel, 28.3% for pig iron, 25.2%
for iron semimanufactures, 16.2% for aluminum, and 10.9% for
copper (Interfax Russia & CIS Statistics Weekly, 2008).
In 2007, the value of exports of chemical products increased
to 5.4% of exports outside the CIS from 5% in 2006. Exports
of methanol increased by 26.2% in value and 17.2% in volume;
those of potash fertilizer increased by 20.4% in value and by
39.9% in volume, but exports of ammonium anhydride fell by
16.4% in value and 5.8% in volume (Interfax Russia & CIS
Statistics Weekly, 2008).
In 2007, Russian exports of ferrous metals totaled 42.913 Mt
and were valued at $21.110 billion. According to available
data, in the ferrous sector in 2007, Russia exported 14.6 Mt
of carbon steel semimanufactures, 8.1 Mt of flat-rolled carbon
steel, 6.6 Mt of pig iron, and 776,000 t of ferroalloys. In
the nonferrous sector in 2007, Russia exported 3.74 Mt of
aluminum exports compared with 4.06 Mt in 2006. In 2007,
copper exports decreased to 271,000 t or by 12.9% compared
with output in 2006, and nickel exports decreased to 260,000 t
or by less than 1%. In the mineral fuels sector in 2007, Russia’s
exports of hard coal increased by 19% in value and 4.9% in
volume compared with those of 2006; exports of crude oil
increased by 18.4% in value and 4.8% in volume and exports of
refinery products increased by 7.6% in volume (Interfax Russia
& CIS Statistics Weekly, 2008).
Only a small percentage of Russian exports of mineral
products went to countries of the CIS. The leading consumer of
Russian energy products was the European Union (EU), which
accounted for 63% of Russia’s total oil exports and 65% of its
gas exports. Russia was the EU’s single leading supplier of oil
and gas and provided 27% of total EU oil imports and 44% of
total EU natural gas imports (Moscow News, 2007; Rossiya v
Tsifrakh 2007, 2008b).
Commodity Review
Metals
Aluminum.—OAO RUSAL was Russia’s leading domestic
aluminum producing company and OAO SUAL was the
second ranked domestic aluminum producer and the leading
domestic bauxite producer. Together these two firms controlled
all Russian aluminum and alumina and bauxite production
enterprises. In March, the OAO RUSAL merged with SUAL
and with the alumina assets of Switzerland-based Glencore
International AG to become United Company RUSAL (UC
RUSAL) (United Company RUSAL, 2008). The merged firm
employed 100,000 people worldwide.
UC RUSAL’s Khakas aluminum smelter was the first
aluminum production facility built in Russia in the past
20 years. The first batch of aluminum was manufactured at
the Khakas smelter in December 2006. The total amount of
investment in the project exceeded $750 million. The Khakas
smelter was projected to reach its installed capacity in October
2007. It had 600 employees (United Company RUSAL, 2007).
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In 2006, RUSAL had begun work to construct a
750,000-metric-ton-per-year (t/yr) greenfield aluminum
smelter in Taishet, which is a small town located near Irkutsk.
The construction was expected to be completed in 2011. The
company also was carrying out large-scale modernization of the
Irkutsk aluminum smelter, which was commissioned in 1962.
After commissioning of a new potline no. 5, the total capacity
of the smelter would increase by 50% to 450,000 t/yr. The first
stage of potline no. 5 was to start production in 2007, and full
capacity for potline 5 was to be achieved in 2008. Construction
of potline no. 6 was planned to begin after the construction of
potline no. 5 was completed. When the planned construction
of potline no. 6 is completed in 2009, the smelter’s production
capacity would be 500,000 t/yr (United Company RUSAL,
2008).
Plans for RUSAL also called for modernizing the
Sayanogorsk aluminum smelter in 2006 to increase output of
aluminum and alloys and to modernize the Nikolayev alumina
refinery in Ukraine to increase output to 1.6 million metric tons
per year (Mt/yr) of alumina. RUSAL also planned to continue
to expand production capacity at the Achinsk alumina refinery,
which would enable it to increase its output to 1.1 Mt/yr of
alumina (United Company RUSAL, 2008).
Included in UC RUSAL’s investment project portfolio was
the Komi Aluminum project, which was initiated by SUAL. The
project entailed the development, construction, and operation of
a bauxite-alumina complex in the Komi Republic. The complex
would be supplied by ore from the Middle Timan bauxite
deposit, which was under development, and would include an
alumina refinery to be constructed at Sosnogorsk. The design
capacity of the complex was 6.5 Mt/yr of bauxite and 1.4 Mt/yr
of alumina. Plans called for bauxite production at Komi to reach
6.5 Mt/yr in the 2009-10 period. Construction of the alumina
plant in Sosnogorsk had not begun, and the functioning of the
alumina plant would depend on its obtaining an uninterrupted
supply of bauxite from the Komi project when it achieved its
design capacity to produce 6.5 Mt/yr of bauxite. The completion
of the Komi project would considerably reduce the Russian
aluminum industry’s dependence on foreign countries for
bauxite and alumina (Broneyoy and others, 2007).
UC RUSAL planned to increase primary aluminum
production to 4.4 Mt in 2008 and to 6.2 Mt in 2013, and most
of the increased output would go to China. UC RUSAL’s acting
director for marketing and sales said that Asia would account for
50% of UC RUSAL’s aluminum sales by 2015, of which 70%
totaling more than one-third of UC RUSAL’s output would go
to China. Also, the director predicted that Russia’s consumption
of aluminum could increase by an average of 11% per year until
2015 (United Company RUSAL, 2008).
Antimony.—Russia reportedly ranked second in the world
to China in antimony reserves. Russia’s antimony reserves
are located primarily in the Sakha (Yakutiya) Republic. These
reserves are comparatively rich in antimony content with ores
that grade between 20% and 25% antimony. Practically all
explored reserves are located in the Sarylakh and Sentachan
deposits, which contain reportedly 200,000 t of antimony
reserves; these reserves comprise 83% of the country’s total
reserves of almost 240,000 t, which are contained in nine
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deposits. Ore from the Sarylakh deposit contains an average
grade of 13.2% antimony, which can be beneficiated to obtain a
concentrate containing 60% antimony. Ore from the Sentachan
deposit contains an average grade of 28.7% antimony and the
concentrate produced contains 58.9% antimony. Ore from
these deposits was processed using a gravitation-flotation
beneficiation method (Solozhenkin, 2007).
Beryllium.—The country’s beryllium consumption was
between 2 and 3 t/yr and was projected to increase to between
10 and 12 t/yr by 2010. Reserves of beryllium are located in 27
deposits and subeconomic (zabalansovye) reserves are located
in an additional 8 deposits. Most of these deposits have complex
pegmatitic ore, and beryllium would be a byproduct. The most
prospective deposit was reportedly the Yermakovskoye fluoritebertrandite-phenacite deposit in the Republic of Buryatia, the
development of which would fully satisfy the country’s future
demand for beryllium (Kurkov and Kotova, 2007).
Cobalt.—Ufaleynikel (a division of Industrial Metallurgical
Holding located in Chelyabinsk Oblast’ in the Ural Mountains
region), had been producing cobalt metal and cobalt oxide
from concentrate supplied according to a contract with Norilsk
Nickel. However, at the start of 2007, Norilsk Nickel bought
a stake in OM Group, Inc. of the United States and agreed for
a period of 5 years to supply the OM Group with as much as
2,500 t/yr of cobalt metal, 2,500 t/yr of cobalt in hydroxide, and
1,500 t/yr of cobalt in sulfide solution, which was almost all the
cobalt produced by Norilsk Nickel. Norilsk stopped supplying
Ufaleynikel with cobalt in concentrate and Ufaleynickel reduced
cobalt production by 40.5% to 1,111 t in the first 9 months
of 2007 (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly,
2008c).
Copper.—Norilsk Nickel was Russia’s leading
copper-producing enterprise. In 2007, Norilsk Nickel’s refined
copper production totaled 404,465 t at the company’s operations
in Russia, which was about 5% less than Norilsk Nickel
produced in 2006. In 2007, at its major mining operations on
the Taymyr Peninsula in East Siberia, Norilsk Nickel continued
its trend of mining larger quantities of cuprous ores, which
have a higher content of copper relative to nickel than do the
nickel rich ores, which were being depleted. Norilsk Nickel
also increased production of disseminated ores, which have
lower grades of all metals. The nickel-rich ores that were being
depleted, however, had the highest copper content of ore types
at Norilsk Nickel (MMC Norilsk Nickel. 2009).
Copper metal production at Norilsk Nickel’s operations on
the Kola Peninsula in 2007 decreased by 11% compared with
that of 2006 to 66,000 t, although ore output remained at the
same level of 7.6 Mt (MMC Norilsk Nickel. 2009). Based on
the results of an independent audit conducted in accordance with
the standards of the Australasian Joint Ore Reserves Committee
(JORC), proven and probable reserves of copper contained in
deposits on the Kola and the Taymyr Peninsulas exceeded 9 Mt
(MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2007)
The Urals Mining and Metallurgical Co. (UMMC), which
was Russia’s second ranked copper producer with 47 enterprises
in 11 regions managed by UMMC Holding, had about a 40%
share of the domestic copper cathode market. In 2007, UMMC’s
Uralelektromed copper refinery acquired exploration and mining
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licenses for the Stepnoye and the Talovskoye deposits in Altay
Kray. (These deposits would also be mined by the Russian
lead and zinc mining company Siberian Polymetals.) Mining
at Stepnoye was scheduled to commence in 2010. The deposit
would be mined using an open pit method for the first 10 years
and was projected to produce between 400,000 and 450,000 t/yr
of ore. Development subsequently would be converted to
underground mining. The Talovsky Mine (at the Talovskoye
deposit) was scheduled to come onstream in 2011; it would have
the capacity to produce 200,000 t/yr of ore. This deposit would
be developed by underground mining. Ore from both deposits
would be processed at the Rubtsovsk mill, which, following
renovation, would have the capacity to process 1.2 Mt/yr of ore.
In 2004, UMMC acquired a complex of unfinished facilities
at the site of the Rubtsovsk Mine and began restoration of the
facilities. In 2006, a concentration plant was commissioned with
a capacity to process 400,000 t/yr of ore (Interfax Russia & CIS
Financial & Business Report, 2008b).
In 2007, UMMC had the capacity to produce 380,000 t/yr
of copper cathodes (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining
Weekly, 2007o, p). The company was planning to increase
production in 2010 to 500,000 t of refined copper. Plans called
for reconstruction of an electrolysis unit, which would enable
UMMC to increase copper cathode production to 500,000 t/yr
(Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2008e).
Russian Copper Co. (RCC) (which was located in
Ekaterinburg) was founded in 2004 and was the country’s
third ranked copper company. It consisted of 20 mining and
metalmaking enterprises that operated in Russia in the Altay
Kray; in the Chelyabinsk, the Novgorod, the Orenburg, and
the Sverdlovsk Oblasts; in the Republic of Dagestan; and in
Kazakhstan. RCC produced about 20% of Russia’s copper
metal output and about 1% of the world’s copper metal
output (Minicom Ltd., 2008). RCC combined 11 upstream
and downstream enterprises that mined and processed copper
ores and produced copper products. Plans called for RCC to
increase copper cathode production to 185,000 t using its own
raw materials. RCC planned to increase copper cathode output
to 290,000 t in 2010. In 2007, RCC planned to add a third
electrolytic plant at Kyshtym with a capacity of 100,000 t/yr;
the first 50,000 t of capacity to be added in the late spring and
the remaining 50,000 t would be added in December (Interfax
Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007k).
Reserves were being reevaluated at the Udokan copper
deposit in Chitinskaya Oblast, which is one of the largest copper
deposits in the area of the FSU. The reevaluation was to be
completed at the end of 2009. Owing to the size of its reserves,
Udokan was being classified as a strategic deposit, which means
that foreign companies would not be able to have a controlling
interest in the ownership of the deposit (Interfax Russia & CIS
Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007n).
Gold.—Gold output in 2007 in Russia fell for the fifth year
in succession, decreasing to 162.779 t, or by 0.9% compared
with output in 2006. Mine output of primary gold, which did not
include byproduct gold, decreased by 1.9% to about 144.791 t,
but byproduct gold output increased by 3.4% to 12.121 t.
Secondary gold production increased by 17.8% to almost 5.867 t
(Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2008b). The
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leading gold producing region in 2007 was Krasnoyarsk Kray,
which produced 32.949 t, followed by the Sakha (Yakutiya)
Republic, with 18.921 t; Magadan Oblast’, with 14.901 t;
Irkutsk Oblast, with 14.881 t; Khabarovsk Kray, with 14.773 t;
and Amur Oblast, with 14.709 t. The remaining eight major
gold producing regions each had output of less than 7 t in 2007.
Gold production increased in regions with predominately lode
deposits, which included the Amur, the Irkutsk, the Kamchatka,
and the Krasnoyarsk regions. Production fell, however, in areas
with predominately placer deposits, which included Magadan
Oblast’, which in the past had been Russia’s leading gold
producing region, and in Khabarovsk Kray (Interfax Russia &
CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2008b).
Although in the past, gold production from placer deposits
was the leading source of Russian gold production, in 2007,
it accounted for only about 40% of output. Reserves at placer
deposits were being depleted and production capacity was being
transferred to the mining of hard rock deposits. Depletion of
reserves at placer mines also was attributable in part to a lack
of resources by the small companies mining these deposits
to conduct necessary exploration (Brayko and Ivanov, 2007).
Russia’s gold production could begin to increase as new deposits,
such as the Kupol field in Kamchatka, are commissioned (Interfax
Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2008b).
Indium.—In Russia, zinc and indium are extracted from
copper porphyry deposits in the Ural Mountains region, where
75% of the country’s zinc concentrates are produced and which
have an average indium content of 3.2 grams per metric ton
(g/t). Indium is also obtained from lead-zinc ores from deposits
in southern Siberia and in the Maritime Province in the Russian
Far East where the indium content averages 14.7 g/t. Indium
reserves have been identified in 61 deposits in the country.
Up until the middle of the 1990s, indium was produced at the
Chelyabinsk zinc plant, the Elektrotsink plant in Vladikavkaz,
and the Novosibirsk tin complex. High-purity (4 nines) indium
was produced at the Podol’sk chemical-metallurgical plant. In
2007, indium was being produced at the Chelyabinsk and the
Elektrotsink plants. The Chelyabinsk plant had the capacity to
produce between 3 and 6 t/yr of indium, and the Elektrotsink
plant, up to 6 t/yr. In 2005, Russia had exported 7.6 t of indium
and, in 2006, 5.8 t. Primary indium was produced only at the
Chelyabinsk plant, which was producing between 4 and 5 t/yr
of indium; the remaining indium was produced from recycled
material (Naumov, 2008).
Iron and Steel.—In 2007, Russia increased output of crude
steel by 2.2% to 72.389 Mt and output of rolled steel by 2.5% to
59.660 Mt. Output of steel produced in oxygen converters fell
by 1.1% to 41.209 Mt, but steel produced in electric arc furnaces
(EAFs) increased by 18.6% to 19.291 Mt. Output of stainless
steel decreased by 1.9% to 109,000 t. Pig iron production
decreased by 1.6% to 51.522 Mt (Interfax Financial & Business
Report, 2008a). Steel pipe production in Russia increased by
10.2% to 8.706 Mt (including 3.125 Mt of seamless pipes),
which was an increase of 5.3%, and 5.333 Mt of electrowelded
pipes, which was an increase of 13.3% (Interfax Financial &
Business Report, 2008a).
In 2007, Russia was the fourth ranked steel producer in the
world (Fenton, 2008). Eight steel mills produced almost 90%
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of the country’s crude steel output. Russia was also the world’s
leading steel exporting country. It exported about 27 Mt of
steel products, which was 45% of its total production of steel
products. It imported 6 Mt. In 2007, Russia consumed 38.6 Mt
of finished steel products, which was 17% more than in 2006.
The increase in domestic consumption was mainly the result of
increased demand for steel in the fuel and energy sectors, the
machine-manufacturing sector (which produced equipment for
oil-extraction and oil-refining), and the automotive industry.
The Ministry of Economy and Industry projected that Russian
steel consumption by 2010 would increase by 32% to 51 Mt/yr
(Steelonthenet.com, 2008).
Russia was engaged in modernization and expansion of its
steel sector, which included constructing a number of minimills.
The share of EAF steel was projected to increase to about 35%
in 2015. Scrap collection in Russia averaged between 30 and
34 Mt/yr and the country had a scrap reserve of about 1.8 billion
metric tons (Gt). Scrap consumption had averaged between
24 and 25 Mt/yr. In 2007, Russia exported about 7.7 Mt of
scrap. In 2007, the Novolipestk metallurgical complex acquired
the Russian scrap collection and long product (reinforcing bars)
producer Maxi-Group (Steelonthenet.com, 2008).
The Russian sector for coated steel was also rapidly
increasing output as production by volume had increased by
between 11% and 19% per year for the past 3 years. Although
most of this increase had been to produce coated steel for
export, domestic consumption had also grown and, in 2007,
reached about 2 Mt of galvanized steel and an additional
1 Mt of polymer-coated steel. In 2007, Severstal took 100%
ownership of the JV SeverGal galvanizing plant, which was
located in Cherepovets, after buying out ArcelorMittal’s stake
(Steelonthenet.com, 2008).
In 2007, Russian companies were actively engaged in
investing in foreign steel companies. This included the Evraz
Group acquiring Claymont Steel Holdings of Claymont,
Delaware; Delong Holding Ltd. of China (which had 3 Mt/yr
of capacity); Highveld Steel & Vanadium Corporation Ltd.
of South Africa; and Oregon Steel Mills of Portland, Oregon.
Severstal has developed a North American division based on
the assets of Rouge Industries, Inc., which included Rouge Steel
(the fifth ranked integrated steel producer in the United States).
In 2007, Severstal commenced operations at the SeverCorr
minimill in Mississippi and acquired Illinois-based Esmark’s
Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel and ArcelorMittal’s Sparrows
Point plant in Baltimore, Maryland. Severstal also had a 79%
ownership of the Lucchini Group in the EU. In 2007, Russia’s
Estar Group, in conjunction with the international steel trading
company Stemcor, acquired Istil Group Holdings of Ukraine.
In 2007, Russia’s Metalloinvest Holding Co. commenced
construction of a new rolling mill in the United Arab Emirates.
The Magnitorgorsk metallurgical complex, together with the
Atakas-Group of Turkey, began construction of a new minimill
in Turkey (Steelonthenet.com, 2008). Plans called for completely
eliminating open-hearth steel production by 2010, which would
necessitate a change in the type of refractory raw materials in use
and could increase the demand for less conventional refractory
raw materials, such as andalusite, bauxite, kyanite, sillimanite,
and zirconium (Shevelyev and Tokhtas’yev, 2006).
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Iron Ore.—In 2007, Russia’s iron ore mining industry
increased production to 105 Mt, or by 2.9% compared with
output in 2006. The major iron ore producers were the
enterprises in the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA), in the
North West region, and in the Ural Mountains region. Russia
had 12 main iron ore mining and beneficiation enterprises
(GOKs), as well as some smaller producers. The leading
producers in the KMA were the Lebedinsky, the Mikhailovsky,
and the Stoylensky GOKs; in the North West region, they
were the Kovdorskiy and the Olenogorskiy GOKs and the
Karelian pellet plant; and in the Ural Mountains region,
they were the Bakalsk, the Bogoslovsk, the Kachkanarsk,
and the Visokogorsk Mines. Only one large GOK, the
Korshunovskiy, is located in Siberia. The three largest GOKs
in terms of output—the Lebedinsky, the Mikhailovsky, and the
Stoylensky—provided more than 50% of Russia’s total output,
and the largest GOK—the Lebedinsky—supplied 21% of the
total, followed by the Mikhailovsky (20%), and the Stoylensky
(12%) (Steelonthenet.com, 2009).
The iron content of Russian iron ores averages between 30%
and 35% iron, which is of higher grade than ore from China and
Ukraine but of lower grade than ore from Australia and Brazil
where ores average more than 50% iron. More than 60% of the
iron ore mined in Russia was beneficiated. Only 12.5% of the
iron ore produced in Russia had an iron content of more than
60% (Steelonthenet.com, 2009).
In Russia, almost all GOKs were part of large, vertically
integrated metallurgical groups that were dominated by major
steelmaking companies (Evraz, Mechel, NLMK, and Severstal).
Only the Metalloinvest company was an exception, as its
GOKs were of more significance than its steelmaking division
(Steelonthenet.com, 2009).
The majority of Russian iron ore was consumed domestically,
but a number of GOKs exported significant volumes. The
leading GOKs (Lebedinsky and Mikhailovsky) exported iron
ore to countries in Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. Although
Russia exported iron ore, it also imported iron ore mainly
from Kazakhstan for the Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works,
which purchased about 10 to 11 Mt/yr of iron ore from the
Sokolovsko-Sarbayskoe Production Association in Kazakhstan
(Steelonthenet.com, 2009).
Russia’s reported iron ore reserves are located in 172 deposits,
53 of which were being mined. The basic iron ore reserves are
composed mainly of magnetite and hematite-magnetite ores;
the average iron content in the magnetite ores ranges between
31% and 35%, and in the hematite ores, between 40% and
50%. The different ore types require specialized technologies
to beneficiate to produce a marketable product (Avdokhin
and Gubin, 2007). Russia’s iron ore reserves were reportedly
adequate for about 200 years at current production levels
(Steelonthenet.com, 2009).
Lead and Zinc.—The leading zinc producer in Russia was
the Chelyabinsk Zinc Plant (CZP); it was the only zinc plant in
the CIS that produced special high-grade (SHG) zinc confirmed
by LME certification. In 2007, CZP produced 165,007 t of SHG
zinc and zinc-based alloys. The director of CZP projected that
zinc consumption in Russia would nearly double to 400,000 t
(Metal Supply and Sales, 2009).
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Russia possesses 17% of the world’s zinc reserves (about
45 Mt) and has the two largest zinc deposits in the world (the
Kholodninskoe and the Ozyornoe, which are located in the
Republic of Buryatia). In the environment of high metals prices
in 2007 and the growing global demand for metal, greater
interest by investors in exploration of these deposits was
expected, which could allow a doubling of zinc concentrate
production in Russia within 5 to 7 years.
Zinc consumption in Russia in 2006 reached 174,000 t
compared with 900,000 t/yr annually in the Soviet era. The
difference in consumption occurred as zinc supplies decreased
to the military industry. In Russia, more than 60% of zinc was
used for the production of galvanized steel, mainly for the
automobile and construction industries. According to forecasts
by CZP’s commercial director based on trends in 2006, in
Russia construction volumes could increase by more than
50% by 2010, and automobile production could double by
2015. Also, substantial potential existed for zinc consumption
to increase in such areas as alloy production and usage in the
chemical industry. Even with increasing zinc consumption
within the country, Russia would likely remain a net zinc
exporter as production exceeded consumption by 62,000 t in
2006 (Metal Supply and Sales, 2007).
UMMC, which was Russia’s second ranked copper producer
and whose facilities were centered in the Ural Mountains region,
produced about 50% of Russia’s lead metal and 40% of its zinc
metal (Interfax Financial & Business Report, 2008c). UMMC
planned to increase zinc metal production to 250,000 t in 2012,
or by 184% compared with that of 2006. UMMC produced
about 88,000 t of zinc in 2006. Plans called for UMMC to
construct a 140,000- to 150,000-t/yr-capacity zinc smelter in
the Sverdlovsk region, which would be capable of processing
all UMMC’s raw materials. The new smelter was to be
commissioned in the summer of 2008. Plans called for UMMC
to increase production to 110,000 t in 2009. UMMC processed
most of its zinc at its zinc refinery in Vladikavkaz, which had a
capacity to produce 90,000 t/yr (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals
and Mining Weekly, 2007d, p).
Siberian Polymetals, which was a subsidiary of UMMC,
planned to commission the Zarechenskiy Mine in June, which
would increase polymetallic ore production by 100,000 t/yr in
the first stage; the design capacity of 300,000 t/yr of ore would
be reached in 2009. In 2007, the new mine was projected to
produce 30,000 t of ore. Reserves were reportedly 1.3 Mt of ore
(Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007d).
Lithium.—In the mid-1980s, the Soviet Union, which was
producing about 10 t/yr of lithium calculated in carbonate
equivalent, was the world’s second ranked lithium producer
following the United States. It was mining low-grade ore from
the Zavitinskoye deposit, which had an average lithium oxide
content of 0.6%. After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, this
deposit was not profitable for Russia to mine under market
economy conditions, and production was mothballed.
Russia occupies a leading position in the world in lithium
reserves, which are located primarily in two regions. One
region is the Kola Peninsula, which has reserves of about 7 Mt
of lithium oxide; the other is the Sayanakh region, which has
reserves of 1 Mt of lithium oxide. Programs had been drawn
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up to restart production at the Zavitinskoye deposit and at the
Achikanskiy sector near the Etykinskoye deposit, which has
a lithium oxide content of between 0.7% and 0.8%. Decisions
about the future development of lithium reserves would
depend on changes in the use of lithium in the 21st century and
technological developments for processing lithium (Kurkov and
Kotova, 2007).
Nickel.—In 2007, Norilsk Nickel was the world’s leading
nickel producer; it had nickel mining and processing operations
on the Taymyr Peninsula in Siberia and on the Kola Peninsula
in the northwestern part of the country, as well as in Botswana
and Finland. In 2007, the company produced 234,454 t of
nickel metal products at its Russian operations compared with
244,000 t in 2006 (MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2008). Norilsk’s
mining operations on the Taymyr Peninsula consisted of seven
mines.
On March 1, Norilsk Nickel Finland became part of Norilsk
Nickel as a result of Norilsk Nickel’s acquisition of OM Group
Inc.’s nickel business, which included the Harjavalta refinery
in Finland. OM Group was a producer of metal-based specialty
chemicals. In November 2006, Norilsk Nickel had agreed to
supply practically all its cobalt to OM Group (Ghosh, 2007).
The Harjavalta refinery was commissioned in 1959 and
expanded in 1995 and again in 2002; the latest expansion
included the construction of the chemical plant. The Norilsk
Nickel Harjavalta refinery had the capacity to produce
60,000 t/yr of nickel products. The refinery produced nickel
cathodes, briquets, and salts, as well as semiproducts, including
copper cake containing PGMs, and cobalt in solution, which
were further processed by third parties. In 2007, the Harjavalta
refinery produced 34,550 t of nickel products and produced
another 20,414 t of products in tolling agreements (MMC
Norilsk Nickel, 2009).
On June 28, Noril’sk Nickel acquired 85% of the shares of
Tati Nickel Co. Proprietary Ltd. of Botswana. The Government
of Botswana owned the remaining 15% in Tati Nickel. Tati
Nickel included the Phoenix open pit nickel mine and the
Selkirk underground nickel mine. In 2007, Tati Nickel produced
15,129 t of nickel in concentrate (MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2009).
Based on the results of an independent audit conducted in
accordance with the standards of the JORC, proven and probable
reserves of nickel on the Kola and the Taymyr Peninsulas
exceeded 6 Mt. Norilsk Nickel operated four mines on the Kola
Peninsula that extracted disseminated sulfide ores containing
copper, nickel, and other ore constituents. Norilsk Nickel had
ore processing and metallurgical enterprises at both locations,
but the refining of PGM concentrates from Norilsk Nickel
was outsourced under a tolling agreement to the Krasnoyarsk
nonferrous metals plant (MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
Ore production on the Taymyr Peninsula was projected to
increase to 18.5 Mt in 2015, with the production of nickel-rich
ore [grading 2.5% nickel, 2.25% copper, and 5 to 100 grams per
metric ton (g/t) PGM] and cuprous ores (grading 0.2% to 2.5%
nickel, 1% to 15% copper, and 5 to 50 g/t PGM) reaching levels
of 7.5 Mt and 5.5 Mt, respectively, and of disseminated ores
(grading 0.2% to 1.5% nickel, 0.3% to 2% copper, and 2 to 10
g/t PGM) of 5.5 Mt. In 2006, the composition of ore extracted
on the Taymyr Peninsula changed with a 180,000-t reduction in
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the production of nickel-rich ore owing to the decommissioning
of facilities and a 220,000-t decrease in output of cuprous ores
owing to the renovation of facilities. Output of disseminated ore
increased by 139,000 t (MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
The key projects that would enable Norilsk Nickel to achieve
its production target of 7.5 Mt/yr of nickel-rich ore on the
Taymyr Peninsula were the development of the Skalisty Mine,
which would have a total capacity of 3 Mt/yr of ore, and the
mining of lower horizons of the Taymyrsky Mine, which would
increase total output at Taymrysky to 4 Mt/yr of ore by 2011
(MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
The increase in cuprous ore output on the Taymyr Peninsula
to 5.5 Mt would be achieved by the increased mining of cuprous
ores at the Oktyabrsky Mine to 3 Mt/yr, which would help to
offset the depletion of nickel-rich ore. An expansion of cuprous
ore mining by 2.5 Mt/yr was planned at the Komsomolsky
Mine, with total projected output at Komsomolsky of 4.3 Mt/yr.
Achieving an optimal production of disseminated ore of
5.5 Mt/yr would be achieved by stripping new mining areas at
the Komsomolsky, the Oktyabrsky, and the Zapolyarny Mines
(MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
Production on the Kola Peninsula was projected to remain
at about 7.5 Mt/yr of ore, which would be achieved by
commissioning the Severny-Gluboky Mine at its design capacity
of 6 Mt/yr by 2012. Production from Severny-Gluboky would
offset the decommissioning of the Tsentralnaya open pit (MMC
Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
The implementation of Norilsk Nickel’s mine development
plan would enable the company to maintain stable metal
production levels. Increases in base and precious metals
production on the Taymyr Peninsula would be achieved by
using newly developed technology to upgrade concentration
operations and expand the capacity and also by increasing the
rate of processing of stored pyrrhotite tailings. On the Kola
Peninsula, the modernization of metallurgical operations was
primarily aimed at reducing sulfur dioxide emissions (MMC
Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
In the Ural Mountains region, Russian nickel enterprises
produced nickel from laterite ores. In 2007, Yuzhuralnikel,
which was Russia’s second ranked nickel producer and a
division of steelmaker Mechel OAO, produced 17,140 t
of nickel metal (Reuters, 2008). OAO Ufaleynikel, which
produced granulated nickel, nickel monoxide, and cobalt
metal and oxides, increased nickel production by 2.7% to an
estimated 14,100 t compared with 2006 when Ufaleynikel
reported producing 13,773 t. OJSC Koks, a company which,
like Ufaleynikel, was a part of Industrial Metallurgical Holding,
owned 83.64% of the shares of Ufaleynikel (Interfax Russia &
CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2008c, d). Ufaleynickel, had
the capacity to produce 15,000 t/yr of nickel metal products
(Reuters, 2008).
RCC planned to invest $160 million to build a nickel
production complex in Chelyabinsk in the Ural Mountains
region. The first stage was to go into operation in 2009. RCC
had started constructing a mine and an ore-enrichment plant
at the Kulikovskaya group of nickel and cobalt deposits. The
design capacity of the plant was expected to be 7,000 t/yr of
nickel metal (Reuters, 2008).
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Niobium (Columbium).—Russia’s niobium consumption in
2007 was assessed at between 25 and 30 t, but was projected
possibly to increase to 500 t by 2010. The country’s niobium
reserves are located in 22 known deposits. The only enterprise
that mined niobium was the Karnasurt mining enterprise,
which was subordinate to AO Sevredmet, which mined the
Lovozerskoye loparite deposit on the Kola Peninsula. The
concentrate was processed at the rare-earth-metals processing
plant in Sillamae, Estonia. A Russian development program
envisioned processing 12,000 t/yr of loparite ore from
Lovozerskoye at the OAO Chepetskiy machinery manufacturing
plant, which would produce 3,900 t/yr of titanium dioxide,
873 t/yr of niobium pentoxide, 472 t/yr of neodymium oxide,
310 t/yr of zirconium dioxide, 280 t/yr of lanthanum oxide,
61 t/yr of tantalum pentoxide, and 56 t/yr of praseodymium
oxide (Kurkov and Kotova, 2007). The Katuginskoye deposit in
Chitinskaya Oblast’ was projected to be a significant supplier of
niobium after 2010. The largest and most significant prospective
source of niobium was the Tomtorskoye deposit on the Taymyr
Peninsula in East Siberia, which had an average contained
niobium oxide content of 6.71%. The first stage of a planned
mining enterprise to develop this deposit was projected to
produce 10,000 t/yr of ore; reserves were adequate to maintain
production for about 100 years (Kurkov and Kotova, 2007).
Platinum-Group Metals.—In 2007, output at Norilsk
Nickel’s operations in Russia, which produced more than 95%
of the country’s PGM, totaled 3,113,000 troy ounces (96.8 t) of
palladium and 740,000 troy ounces (23.4 t) of platinum, which
was a slight decrease compared with palladium production
in 2006, but platinum production remained at the 2006 level.
Norilsk Nickel did not project a near-term increase in PGM
production at its Russian operations (MMC Norilsk Nickel,
2008).
Norilsk Nickel also produced PGM at its Stillwater Mining
Co. in Montana and at Tati Nickel in Botswana, which Norilsk
acquired in 2007. Norilsk Nickel had become the owner of
a 55.4% stake in Stillwater in 2003, which was the leading
producer of PGM in the United States. PGM produced by
Stillwater was outsourced for refining to independent precious
metals refineries in California and New Jersey. Since 1997,
Stillwater Mining also had been processing PGM scrap mainly
from recycled autocatalysts. In 2007, Norilsk Nickel’s Stillwater
operations produced 124,000 troy ounces (3.86 t) of platinum
and 413 troy ounces (12.84 t) of palladium and its Tati Nickel
operation produced 8,657 troy ounces (269 kilograms) of
platinum and 53,571 troy ounces (1.66 t) of palladium (MMC
Norilsk Nickel, 2009).
Based on the results of an independent audit conducted
in accordance with the standards of the JORC, proven and
probable reserves of palladium on the Taymyr Peninsula
exceeded 63 million troy ounces (about 2,000 t) and more than
16 million troy ounces of platinum (about 500 t) at a combined
grade of 7.54 g/t PGM (MMC Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
Barrick Gold Corp. of Canada estimated that, at the end of
2006, its Fedorova Tundra deposit in the Murmansk region
contained measured and indicated resources of 1.1 million
troy ounces (about 34 t) of palladium and 300,000 troy ounces
(about 9 t) of platinum and inferred resources as of the end of
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2006 of 1.3 million troy ounces of palladium (about 40 t) and
300,000 troy ounces (about 9 t) of platinum. Barrick later stated
that continued exploration might double the size of the reserves
(Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2009).
Barrick planned to mine the deposit to produce concentrate,
which would be processed at Norilsk Nickel’s Severonikel plant
on the Kola Peninsula. Production was scheduled to commence
in 2010, with output projected to be 150,000 t/yr of concentrate
expected to contain 98 g/t PGM (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals
and Mining Weekly, 2007a).
Rare Earths.—Russia consumed about 100 t of rare earths
in 2007. Reserves of rare earths were located in 14 deposits
but were being mined only at the Lovozerskoye deposit on
the Kola Peninsula. Rare-earth elements make up 32% of the
loparite ore (Kurkov and Kotova, 2007). The richest source
of rare-earth ores in Russia is the Tomtorskoye deposit on the
Taymyr Peninsula. The rare earths of the cerium and samarium
subgroups make up 11.96% of the ore, and those of the yttrium
subgroup make up 0.84%. The yttrium oxide content of the ore
is between 0.5% and 0.8%. An economic assessment of this
deposit determined that it would be economic to mine even at
the small production level of 100,000 t/yr of ore (Kurkov and
Kotova, 2007).
Rhenium.—Future Russian consumption of rhenium was
projected to be between 2 and 5 t/yr. Rhenium reserves are
hosted in three molybdenum deposits—the Agaskyrskoye
and the Sorskoye deposits in the Khakasiya Republic, and the
Malo-Oynogorskoye deposit in the Buryatiya Republic (Kurkov
and Kotova, 2007).
Scandium.—In 2007, Russia was not producing scandium.
Russia’s annual demand for scandium after 2010 was estimated
to be in the range of from 1.6 to 2 t. Scandium reserves are
located in four deposits, one of which is a bauxite deposit
in Sverdlovsk Oblast’ and three of which are tin deposits in
Chitinskaya Oblast’ and Khabarovsk Kray. The country has
many other potential sources of scandium, which include
production as a byproduct of uranium ore and recovery
from wastes produced during the magnetic separation of
iron-vanadium ores (Kurkov and Kotova, 2007).
Tantalum.—Russian tantalum consumption in 2007
was about 10 t/yr, but could be 100 t/yr by 2010. Reserves
of tantalum are contained in 21 deposits and almost all
also contain niobium. Tantalum was being mined from the
Lovozerskoye deposit on the Kola Peninsula. Tantalum mining
at the Etykinskoye deposit of the Zabaykal’skiy mining and
beneficiation complex had practically ceased. It would not likely
be possible to satisfy future Russian tantalum demand by mining
these two deposits. The Lovozerskoye and the Zabaykal’skiy
mining enterprises were either on the verge of being unprofitable
or were unprofitable. Russia did not have any enterprises that
produced metallic tantalum and depended on tantalum metal that
had been produced at the Ulba plant in Kazakhstan. The most
prospective deposit for tantalum development was considered to
be the Katuginskoye deposit in the Chitinskaya Oblast’ (Kurkov
and Kotova, 2007).
Titanium.—Russia’s VSMPO-Avisma, which was the
world’s leading producer of milled titanium products, produced
titanium sponge and rolled titanium metal; in 2007, it increased
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production of titanium sponge by 6% to 34,200 t. According to
its strategic development plan for 2007 to 2012, the company
planned to invest $300 million to increase titanium sponge
production to 44,000 t/yr in 2012, and the majority of the funds
would be invested before 2009 (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals
and Mining Weekly, 2008f). Demand for titanium metal in
Russia was forecast to increase to 10,000 t in 2012 from 5,400 t
in 2006 owing in part to increased demand from the expanding
Russian aircraft industry. The Russian aircraft industry was
projected to consume 6,500 t by 2012 compared with 3,500 t
in 2006. The state-owned weapons exporter Rosoboronexport
owned 66% of VSMPO-Avisma (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals
and Mining Weekly, 2007q, r).
Vanadium.—The Siberian Mining and Metallurgical Co.
acquired 79% of the shares of Vanadiy-Tula, which produced
about 9,000 t/yr of ferrovanadium. Vanadiy-Tula stated that it
possessed between 15% and 18% of the world’s ferrovanadium
market and 70% of Russia’s market (Metall Ukrainy, 2008b).
Zirconium.—Russia reportedly ranked fourth in the world
in zirconium reserves after Australia, the United Arab Emirates,
and Ukraine, with about 8.5% of world reserves. Reserves of
zirconium termed economic under the reserve classification
system that had been used in the Soviet Union and then Russia
(balansovye zapasy) were located in 11 deposits, of which 6
were placer deposits and the remainder were hard rock deposits.
About 70% of the country’s zirconium reserves are located
in Siberia. Up until 2010, placer deposits could be mined to
provide zirconium; development of hard rock deposits would
begin after 2010 (Kurkov and Kotova, 2007).
The country’s only domestic source of zirconium production
was 3,000 to 5,000 t/yr of baddeleyite concentrate produced as
a byproduct from apatite-magnetite ores mined at the Kovdor
mining and beneficiation complex on the Kola Peninsula. The
concentrate had a low zirconium content and the extraction rate
of the metal was also quite low (about 17%). The concentrate
was exported mainly to Japan and Norway (Shevelyev and
Tokhtas’yev, 2006; Kurkov and Kotova, 2007).
The country’s atomic energy industry’s demand for zirconium
was 100 t in 2002, but was projected to increase to 1,400 t in
2010. The most prospective hard rock deposit was deemed to
be the Katuginskoye complex rare-earth–chryolite–zirconium–
niobium–tantalum deposit in the north of Chitinskaya Oblast’ in
the Baikal-Amur Mainline (BAM) railroad region. This deposit
was considered adequate to supply fully the atomic energy
industry’s needs for zirconium as well as niobium and tantalum
and to supply partially its demand for yttrium. Mining of this
deposit, if it were to be developed, would not take place until
2010 (Kurkov and Kotova, 2007).
Industrial Minerals
Barite.—In 2007, Russian barite production did not exceed
100,000 t, but Russia’s barite consumption was assessed to be
between 350,000 and 400,000 t and was projected to increase
to between 800,000 and 900,000 t/yr by 2010. The country’s
main barite producer was the Salarinskiy lead-zinc mining and
beneficiation complex, which was mining the Kvartsitovaya
Sopka deposit and was supplying 10% of the country’s barite
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consumption. Barite from Salarinskiy was produced as a
byproduct of lead-zinc ore mining as barite made up less than
15% of the content of the ore. Russia’s barite resources were
assessed to be 165.3 Mt, of which 30 Mt was assessed to be
economic reserves (Gerasimov, 2007).
Diamond.—Russia was the world’s leading diamond mining
country and almost all of its output was mined by ALROSA
Co. Ltd., which had its main operation in the Sakha (Yakutiya)
Republic in East Siberia (Kimberley Process, 2009). ALROSA
was one of the world’s leading companies in the field of
diamond exploration, diamond mining, sales of rough diamond,
and diamond processing, and it accounted for 97% of all
Russia’s diamond production. Its share of global rough diamond
production was 25%. ALROSA stated that it had sufficient
reserves to maintain its current level of production for 50 years
(ALROSA Co. Ltd., 2009b).
The shareholders of ALROSA were the Ministry for Property
Relations of the Russian Federation (47.6265%); the Ministry
for Management of the State-Owned Property of the Sakha
(Yakutiya) Republic (32.0%); Administrations of the districts
of the Sakha (Yakutiya) Republic (8.0005%); and other legal
entities and individuals (12.373%) (ALROSA Co. Ltd., 2009a).
In 2007, diamond mine production remained at about
its 2006 level of 38 million carats. In 2007, ALROSA’s
production of diamond, in terms of value, increased by 0.2%
compared with that of 2006 to $1,798.1 million and the sale
of diamond decreased by 3.4% compared with that of 2006 to
$2,285.7 million. In 2007, ALROSA employed almost 35,700
people (ALROSA Co. Ltd., 2008).
According to the company’s annual report, one of ALROSA’s
top priorities in 2007 was expanding the company’s mineral
resources. ALROSA continued to develop cooperation with
Angola and, in 2007, signed an agreement with Empresa
de Diamantes de Angola (Endiama) (which was Angola’s
state-owned diamond mining company) on joint prospecting in
an area of 3,000 square kilometers in the Cacolo municipality.
As part of expanding the company’s activities outside Russia,
in 2007, ALROSA signed an agreement on cooperation
with the Government of Armenia for diamond and jewelry
manufacturing, providing for exchanges of information, and
coordinating to strengthen the competitive positions of Russian
and Armenian diamond manufacturers in the world market
(ALROSA Co. Ltd., 2008).
Gemstones (Amber).—The Kaliningrad Amber enterprise,
which is located in the Kaliningrad region where 95% of the
world’s amber reserves are located, was the only commercial
amber producer in the region. In 2003, the Amber enterprise
declared bankruptcy but completely paid off its debts in May
2007. Almost all net profits earned in 2006 went to paying off its
debts. In the fall of 2006, it was agreed that ALROSA Co. Ltd.,
which was the country’s monopoly diamond producer, and the
Kaliningrad regional authorities would become joint owners of
Kaliningrad Amber, which consisted of a mining enterprise and
jewelry firm. Investment in Kaliningrad Amber would enable
it to increase production to between 200 and 250 t/yr (Interfax
Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007b).
Magnesium Compounds.—The Magnezit Group was
Russia’s leading magnesite producer and had a 67% share of the
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Russian refractories market and a 60% share of the CIS market.
The Group’s holdings included the Kyshtym refractories
plant, the Magnazit Works, Sibirsky Magnezit, two plants in
China, and two sales divisions. The Magnezit Group operated
the Karagayskiy open pit mine and the Magnezitovaya
underground mine. The Karagayskiy open pit was near
depletion, and development of the Yelnichnoye deposit within
the Satkinaya group of deposits was underway to replace
production from Karagayskiy. The Magnezit Group also had
a license to develop the Goluboye deposit in the Krasnoyarsk
region, which reportedly has explored reserves of 15.5 Mt. A
planned mine would have the capacity to produce 200,000 t/yr
of raw magnesite and was scheduled to achieve capacity
production in 2008. Planning was underway for construction
of a plant that would have the capacity to produce 95,000 t/yr
of roasted magnesite from this ore; the plant was scheduled
to be completed in 2009. The Magnezit Group reportedly had
150 Mt of proven reserves in its deposits in the Chelyabinsk
region (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals and Mining Weekly,
2007c).
Phosphate Rock.—In Russia, the major source of phosphate
raw material ore is the apatite reserves in the Khibiny massif
and the Kovdor deposit on the Kola Peninsula. The Khibiny
apatite-nepheline ores contain about 90% of the country’s
apatite reserves and have a P2O5 content of 12% to 16%; the
Kovdor ores contain about 6% of the country’s reserves and
have a P2O5 content of between 6% and 7% (Brylyakov and
others, 2007).
The OAO Apatit complex (a part of FosAGro Holding),
which mined the Khibiny massif, produced about 8.5 Mt/yr of
apatite and nepheline concentrates and employed about 12,500
people. Beneficiation of apatite-nepheline ore from the Khibiny
massif took place at two beneficiation plants, which produced
two types of apatite concentrate—“standard,” which contains
not less than 39% P2O5, and “super,” which contains 40% P2O5
and less than 0.02% titanium dioxide. OAO Apatit consisted of
four mining enterprises—the Kirovsky, the Rasvumshorrsky, the
Tsentralny, and the Votochny. About 54% of ore from Khibiny
was mined from open pits, and the remaining 46% was mined
from underground mines; in the future, extraction would be
switching to underground mining because of depleting reserves.
Reserves at Khibiny are sufficient to sustain production through
2050. The Kovdor mining and beneficiation complex had an
open pit with the capacity to mine between 10 and 12 Mt/yr of
ore to produce 1.9 Mt of apatite concentrate (Brylyakov and
others, 2007; Grigoryiev, 2007).
Another source of phosphate raw material was the more than
30 sedimentary phosphate rock deposits in the European part
of Russia; this raw material could be processed into phosphate
flour. These deposits were economic to mine only if all
byproducts are fully used, including dolomite, glauconite, and
quartz (Brylyakov and others, 2007).
Sedimentary phosphate rock from deposits in Bryansk Oblast’
(Polpinskoye deposit), Kirov Oblast’ (Vyatsko-Kamskoye
deposit), and Moscow Oblast’ (Yegor’yevskoye deposit) can
be processed into phosphate flour. Although Russia once
had the capacity to produce 4.7 Mt/yr of phosphate flour
containing 1 Mt of P2O5 from these sedimentary phosphate
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rock deposits, since 2000, production had practically ceased;
in 2006, production was about 12,800 t of P2O5. The country’s
demand for phosphate flour from these sedimentary phosphate
rock deposits is in the range of from 1.1 to 2.6 Mt/yr of P2O5
(Brylyakov and others, 2007).
Sedimentary phosphate rock containing about 6% P2O5 from
the Baltic basin was mined primarily by the OAO Fosforit
enterprise from the Kingisepp deposit, which produced
a phosphate flour with a 28% P2O5 content. Fosforit was
constructed with a capacity to mine 7 Mt/yr of ore, but owing
to the lack of demand in the world market for phosphate flour,
it had mothballed about one-half of its production capacity. The
remaining phosphate flour was produced for use domestically
to produce complex fertilizers. Since 2005, Fosforit had been
processing about 2.5 Mt/yr of ore containing 6.8% P2O5 and
producing 380,000 t/yr of phosphate flour (Brylyakov and
others, 2007).
Potash.—Russia’s two major potash producers—OAO
Silvinit and OAO Uralkaliy—both mined potash from the
Verkhnekamsk deposit in the Ural Mountains region. The
deposit contains potassium-magnesium salts and was reportedly
the second largest potash deposit in the world.
Silvinit was Russia’s leading potash producing enterprise.
The enterprise produced about 10% of the world’s output of
potassium fertilizers and, in terms of production capacity, was
the world’s fifth ranked company. Silvinit consisted of three
mining directorates with facilities that could engage in a full
cycle of mining raw material and producing fertilizers. In
2007, Silvinit produced 5.46 Mt of potassium chloride, which
was the largest amount ever produced by a Russian enterprise.
Silvinit was also a major producer of table and technical salts,
with output of about 1 Mt/yr of various salts. In 2006, Silvinit
successfully fulfilled its Plus Million program, which it had
adopted in 2004 to increase the volume of output to 5 Mt/yr of
potassium chloride, and began a new Plus Million program to
increase output to 6 Mt in 2009 (Sabirov, 2008).
Uralkaliy was one of the five leading potash producers in the
world and produced about 13% of the world’s potash fertilizer
output. Its main product was potassium chloride. Potash mined
at Uralkaliy was used in direct application as fertilizer and also
in the production of compound fertilizers. Uralkaliy exported
90% of its output (Dy’yakov, 2008).
Uralkaliy together with Production Almagamation (PA)
Belaruskali (which was the major potash enterprise in Belarus)
formed the Belarussian potash company in 2005; this company
became the world’s leading potash exporter and controlled 34%
of the world’s potassium fertilizer exports. In 2005, potash
production at Uralkaliy increased to 5.417 Mt of potassium
chloride, but in 2006, one of Uralkaliy’s three mines was closed
because of flooding, which resulted in a reduction in output.
To compensate for the loss of output, Belaruskali began a
program to increase production at the remaining two mines and
to modernize the beneficiation plant. Plans were underway by
Uralkaliy to develop a mine at the Ust’Yayvinsskiy sector at the
Verkhnekamsk deposit, which was planned to go into operation
by 2015. Uralkaliy planned to raise output of potassium chloride
to 7 Mt by 2011, which would necessitate increasing ore output
to 27 Mt/yr from 19 Mt/yr (Dy’yakov, 2008).
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Salt.—Russia reportedly has abundant salt reserves, which
were assessed to be about 49 billion metric tons. However, in
2007, the country produced only about an estimated 2.2 Mt
of salt, which was far less than was produced in other large
countries, such as Canada, China, India, and the United States.
Russia imported more than 17% of its salt consumption. The
Artemsol’ enterprise in Ukraine exported 870,000 t of table
salt to Russia in 2005; another major supplier of salt to Russia
was the Mozyrsol’ enterprise in Belarus. The main obstacle to
Russia developing its salt resources for domestic consumption
was the cost of shipping salt over long distances. Owing to the
small profit margin in salt, it must be marketed fairly close to the
region in which it is mined. Table salt production took place at
seven enterprises, each of which had a relatively concentrated
market. The leading Russian enterprise that produced table salt
was Bassol’, which supplied 70% of the country’s needs. Another
significant producer was OAO Silvinit, which developed the
reserves of the Verkhnekamsk deposit of potash-magnesium salts;
it was also one of the country’s leading producers of table and
technical salt with output in 2006 of 1.08 Mt. Silvinit produced
one-third of the country’s technical salt.
Mineral Fuels and Related Materials
The country’s energy sector, which was a main determinant
of the country’s economy, was on the verge of a significant
structural change owing in part to projected changes in the
country’s energy balance caused by the changing relative prices
for fuels. In 2005, of the country’s total energy generation,
natural gas accounted for more than 40%; coal, about 20%;
hydroelectric power, 20%; nuclear power, 15%; and oil,
3%. The Government had placed an emphasis on the future
development of domestic electric energy generation capacity
through the development of coal, hydroelectric, and nuclear
sources for generating electric power to meet the large and
increasing domestic demand. In the process, the role of natural
gas, which was the main source of fuel for electric energy
generation, would be diminished and role of coal would be
increased (Linyev and others, 2007; Shchadov, 2007).
Coal.—Out of a total of 314.5 Mt of coal mined in 2007,
109.2 Mt was mined underground and 205.3 Mt was mined
from open pits. Russia ranked fifth in the world in the total
volume of coal mined following China, the United States,
India, and Australia. The maximum amount of coal mined in
Russia was 425 Mt in 1988 and the minimum amount was 232
Mt mined in 1998. Since 1999, the country had experienced
growth in coal output every year. However, almost all growth
in coal output was of higher quality coal, which was exported.
Domestic coal consumption, however, remained at about the
same level, and consumption of coal for energy generation
decreased, in part because of warmer winters in Russia and the
larger volumes of water in rivers and reservoirs, which increased
hydroelectric output. Coal was consumed domestically primarily
at powerplants and coal chemical plants.
In 2007, the number of employees at coal mining enterprises
and coal preparation plants was 154,400, which was 7,600
people less than in 2006. The number of fatalities from
mine accidents rose from 85 in 2006 to 242 in 2007 owing
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primarily to three major mining accidents, which claimed 159
lives. Two of the accidents took place at the Ul’yanovskaya
and the Yubileynaya Mines in the Kuznetsk basin and at the
Komsomol’skaya Mine in the Vorkuta region (Tarazanov, 2008).
In 2007, Russian coal exports increased by 6.9% (6.1 Mt)
to 93.4 Mt. More than 90% of coal exported went to countries
outside of the CIS. The increase in exported coal put a strain on
the railroad system (Tarazanov, 2008).
Economic (balansobye) reserves in the categories A, B,
and C1, which are classifications according to the reserve
classification system that was in use in the Soviet Union, were
reportedly 200 Gt, of which brown coal accounted for 53% of
reserves; hard (bituminous) coal, 44%; and anthracite, 3.5%.
Reserves at operating mining enterprises were about 19 Gt,
of which metallurgical coal accounted for about 4 Gt. Coal
reserves in Russia were considered to be adequate for a period
of 600 years. As of January 1, 2007, Russia had in operation
240 coal mining enterprises, of which 97 were underground coal
mining enterprises and 143 were open pit mining enterprises
(Tarazanov, 2008).
The Kuznetsk basin (Kuzbas) was the country’s main
producing region and was expected to be so in the future.
Reserves in the Kuzbas contained all grades of hard coal and
were suitable for use in energy generation and coke production.
The Kuzbas accounted for more than 55% of Russia’s coal
output and provided 83% of the metallurgical coal consumed
domestically. In 2007, coal production increased in the Kuznetsk
basin by 4% (7.4 Mt) compared with that of 2006 to 181.8 Mt.
Coal production also increased in the Donetsk basin by 5%
(362,000 t) to 7.4 Mt, and in the Kansk Achinsk basin, by 0.2%
(60,000) t to 37.8 Mt. Coal production decreased in the Pechora
basin by 8% (1.1 Mt) to 12.8 Mt (Shchadov, 2007; Tarazanov,
2008).
Revised projections by the Russian Government in a moderate
case scenario called for Russian coal production to increase
to 410 Mt by 2015 and 470 Mt by 2020. Earlier projections in
the moderate scenario called for coal production to increase
to 375 Mt by 2020 (Shchadov, 2007). In 2006, 14 coal mining
enterprises with a total combined capacity of 14 Mt/yr were in
the stage of design and construction, and 4 beneficiation plants
with a combined capacity of 4 Mt/yr were also in this stage.
Growth in coal production would likely come from the eastern
part of the country from the large Kansk Achinsk brown coal
basin; the Pechora basin, which has significant reserves of
metallurgical coal; and the South Yakutiya basin. Coal production
in the current large producing areas in the European part of
Russia and the Ural Mountains region was projected to stabilize
but, under favorable circumstances, could increase by 30 Mt/yr
(Shchadov, 2007).
Improving coal quality through washing and employing
technologies to lower the moisture content and nonhydrocarbon
mineral content of coal would be an important factor in
increasing the role of coal in the country’s energy balance and
in protecting the environment. Russia’s electric power stations
consumed coal, it was claimed, with a lower calorific value
than any other country of the world. The ash content of coal
consumed at Russia’s power stations was as high as 20%, which
did not include coal obtained from the Ekibaztus coal basin in
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Kazakhstan where the ash content exceeded 40%. The average
moisture content of coal used at Russian electric powerplants
was 23%. Coal that Russia exported, however, had an average
ash content of 11% and a moisture content of 8%. In the
ecological sphere, the Government was calling for implementing
measures to capture and use emissions from coal beneficiation
as well as coalbed methane (Shchadov, 2007).
Natural Gas.—Russia was the world’s leading natural gas
producer and exporter and has the world’s largest natural gas
reserves, with 1,680 trillion cubic feet (almost 47.6 trillion
cubic meters) of reserves. This is almost twice the size of the
reserves in Iran, which has the next largest reserves (U.S.
Energy Information Administration, 2007b). In 2007, natural
gas production decreased by about 0.8% compared with
that of 2006 to 651 billion cubic meters. Almost 90% of the
country’s natural gas was produced in the Ndym-Pur-Taz
(NPT) region in northern West Siberia. (The name of the
region was derived from the names of three rivers that border
this region.) The NPT region hosts three massive Russian
gasfields (the Medvezh’ye, the Urengoy, and the Yamburg),
which had been the country’s main producers and had supplied
about 70% of the country’s gas production. These three fields
were in decline, however, as reserves were being depleted.
To keep up with the growth in the Russian economy and the
country’s long-term export commitments to Europe to increase
gas output, Russia was expected to have to incur greater costs
to develop fields further north and to the east in an even more
difficult physical environment than in the NPT region. A main
target for future development would be the Yamal Peninsula,
where large reserves were discovered in several fields (Sagers,
2007). The newly developed Zapolyarnoye field on the Yamal
Peninsula was a major contributor to replacing decreasing
production from Gazprom’s large older fields, where reserves
were more than 50% depleted (U.S. Energy Information
Administration, 2008b).
OAO Gazprom, which was a joint stock company in
which the Government was the largest stakeholder (50.002%
controlling share), produced 83.9% of the country’s gas output
in 2006 and controlled and operated the country’s natural
gas trunk pipeline network. Gazprom was Russia’s leading
foreign currency earner and paid about 25% of the country’s
total federal tax revenues. Although Gazprom projected that
it would increase natural gas output between 2008 and 2030,
most increases in natural gas output were projected to come
from independent gas companies, such as Itera, Northgaz, and
Novatek, which although blocked from the export market, had
found a niche supplying the domestic market (Sagers, 2007;
U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2007b).
Gazprom owned the world’s largest gas transmission system,
the Unified Gas Supply System of Russia, which extended for
156,900 kilometers and through which it exported gas to 32
countries. In 2006, Gazprom sold 101 billion cubic meters to
the CIS and the Baltic States and 161.5 billion cubic meters of
gas to other European countries. In 2005, construction began
of the Nord Stream pipeline; this pipeline would substantially
enhance the flexibility of Gazprom’s supply routes to Europe.
Gazprom was preparing to develop the Barents Sea Shtokman
offshore field; 50% of the gas from this field would be exported
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as liquefied natural gas (LNG) to Canada and a portion was
to serve as a resource base for Russian gas exports to Europe,
which would be transported by way of the Nord Stream pipeline
(U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2008b). In 2006,
Gazprom and ENI S.p.A. of Italy signed a memorandum of
understanding regarding construction of the South Stream
gas pipeline, which would be laid on the bottom of the Black
Sea from Russia’s coast to the coast of Bulgaria. Priorities
for Gazprom were the development of gasfields on the Arctic
continental shelf, in East Siberia, and on the Yamal Peninsula.
Russian statistics state that about 25% of associated gas is
flared, although the percentage is not exact because of a lack
of metering equipment to measure flaring. The Government
planned to increase associated natural gas production by
increasing the recovery of associated gas. Government
legislation had been introduced to increase fines, beginning in
January 2009, for flaring more than 15% of the total associated
gas produced. In 2007, Russia set limits for flaring at 25% of
the total associated gas output and penalties for violations were
small. The Government envisioned reducing flaring to 5% by
2011 (U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2008b).
Petroleum.—In 2007, Russia’s production of crude oil
increased by about 2.2% to 491 Mt and made Russia the
world’s second ranked oil producer and the world’s second
ranked exporting nation. Since 2004, however, the rate of
growth in Russian oil production had leveled off to somewhat
above 2% annually, which had called into question the
long-term growth potential for Russia’s oil. According to
data in the BP Statistical Review of Energy 2006, Russia’s
proven reserves of oil and gas condensate at the end of 2005
totaled 10.2 Gt, which yielded a reserves-to-production ratio
of 21.4 years. Reserves in fields that were in operation could
be depleted within a decade, however. In 2006, additions to
reserves exceeded production. Some Russia officials believe
that Russia has a large resource base that could serve to
replenish oil reserves if adequate investment is devoted to
exploration (Kryukov and Moe, 2007).
Most of Russia’s reserves are located in West Siberia between
the Ural Mountains and the Central Siberian Plateau. Little
exploration had taken place in East Siberia where only four
or five oilfields and gasfields had been discovered despite the
promise of large resources. For the coming decade, Russian
oil production was projected to grow at an annual rate of
about 1.5% to 2.5% owing in part to increased output from oil
development on Sakhalin Island, coupled with a slowdown
in growth from the major mature oilfields in West Siberia, a
number of which had passed peak production. New fields that
were under development would likely produce almost all of
Russia’s increase in annual oil output in the next 5 years and
would probably produce more than one-half of the country’s oil
by 2020. These new fields would help stem production losses
at older fields. These fields were to be developed in projects
that included OAO Lukoil Oil Co./ConocoPhillips Co.’s
TimanPechora project; OAO Rosneft Oil Co./OAO Gazprom’s
offshore Prirazlomnoye project; Rosneft’s Vankorskoye and
Komsomolskoye development projects on Sakhalin Island; and
Shell Joint Venture’s West Salymskoye project (U.S. Energy
Information Administration, 2007c).
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Uranium.—Russian uranium production was controlled
by the Corporation TVEL. TVEL supplied the entire fuel
requirement to 73 nuclear powerplants in Russia and in 13
countries (which included Armenia, Bulgaria, China, the
Czech Republic, Finland, Hungary, Lithuania, Slovakia, and
Ukraine), to 30 research reactors in Russia and abroad, and
to ship-propulsion reactors of the Russian fleet. TVEL held
17% of the world’s nuclear fuel market. It included enterprises
that mine and process uranium (JSC Dalur in the Kurgan
region, JSC Khiagda in the Republic of Buryatiya, and JSC
Priargunsky Industrial Mining and Chemical Union in the Chita
region). Priargunsky mined uranium by underground methods,
and the other two enterprises employed in situ leaching. The
Priargunsky was among the five leading uranium mining
enterprises in the world. TVEL also included enterprises
that produced component parts and fuel assemblies. These
enterprises included Chepetsky Mechanical Plant (Glazov,
Udmurtiya Republic), Mashinostroitelny Zavod (Electrostal,
Moscow region), and Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrates Plant
(Novosibirsk). TVEL employed a total of about 40,000 people
(Corporation TVEL, 2007).
In 2006, under an initiative launched by the Russian
President, a course was set for increasing nuclear power
generation’s share to 25% of the country’s energy generation
by 2030, which would involve building of up to 40 new nuclear
reactors in Russia. During 2006, the main processing complex at
the Dalur mining and ore beneficiation plant was commissioned,
which significantly increased ore processing efficiency and
capacity (Corporation TVEL, 2007).
Priargunsky could increase uranium production by more than
50% to 5,000 t/yr by 2014-15. Plans called for Priargunsky
to develop the sixth and eighth mines. The sixth mine would
be the main source of uranium and was scheduled to be
producing 1,000 t/yr by 2015, and the eighth mine, 800 t/yr.
With production from these two mines, Priargunsky could
produce 5,000 t/yr. It would require considerable investment to
commission these new mines and also to implement associated
measures to protect the environment (Interfax Russia & CIS
Metals and Mining Weekly, 2007e).
Russia established the Joint Stock Company (JSC) Uranium
Mining Co. (UMC), which received state registration on
November 20, 2006, to consolidate its uranium mining assets
in Russia and abroad. UMC was established for the purpose
of consolidating financial, industrial, and natural resources to
increase mining and reprocessing of natural uranium to meet
the growing demands of the Russian nuclear industry. Two
leading nuclear Russian companies, JSC Tenex and TVEL,
became founders with equal shareholdings. UMC planned to
operate in several areas, which would include development of
current deposits and prospecting for uranium and creating joint
uranium mining companies in the CIS and other countries.
UMC’s activity was to be carried out in several stages. The first
stage was to be for strategic development planning, the second
stage was for the transfer of uranium mining enterprises’ shares
for asset management, and the third stage was for the transfer
of mining assets to UMC. UMC planned to increase uranium
mining to 28,800 t/yr by 2020. It was projected that Priargunsky
would mine 5,000 t/yr; Khiagda, 2,000 t/yr; and Dalur,
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1,000 t/yr. The Elkonsky group of deposits would be developed
to provide 5,000 t/yr. The remainder was planned to be mined
at new uranium deposits in the Chita region and the Republic of
Buryatia, as well as at new joint ventures abroad.
According to Russia’s “Federal Programme of Development
of Nuclear Industry and Nuclear Power Complex of Russia
for 2007-2009,” nuclear power capacity was expected to
increase by 3 gigawatts each year through 2015. The country’s
total demand for uranium, including uranium for export, was
forecasted to grow to 36,000 t/yr by 2020.
Russia’s reportedly had 615,000 t of discovered uranium
reserves and prospective resources of 830,000 t. The main
deposits are concentrated in the Elkonsky, Streltsovsky, Vitimsky,
and the Zauralsky regions. Not only Russian deposits, however,
but also deposits of such other countries as Kazakhstan, Ukraine,
and Uzbekistan, were planned to be used to meet Russia’s
demand for uranium (Corporation TVEL, 2009).
Reserves and Resources
More than 20,000 mineral deposits had been discovered in
Russia, of which about 40% was in commercial production.
From 1992 to 2003, there was a sharp reduction in the amount
of geologic exploration, but this trend was reversed in 2004.
Russia reportedly had adequate mineral reserves to meet the
country’s current metal consumption needs except for chromite,
lead, manganese, molybdenum, and tungsten, although the
time period for which these reserves would be adequate was
not specified. However, the average ore grade of many of
the metallic ores, which include bauxite, copper porphyries,
tin, tungsten, and others, was lower than in other producing
countries. In the past 20 years, the average metal content of
ores had decreased by between 30% and 50%, and the gold and
iron content in ores, by 25%. The percentage of ores and coal
classified as difficult to beneficiate had increased from 15%
to 40%. A large percentage of reserves classified as economic
(balansovye) according to the reserve classification system used
in the Soviet Union and then in Russia would be reclassified
as subeconomic resources if they were evaluated based on
market economy criteria. Reportedly, 49% of tin, 34% of lead,
and from 15% to 30% of apatite, coal, copper, and titanium
reserves would have to be reclassified as subeconomic resources
(Chanturiya, 2007).
Basic gas and oil exploration expenditures in 2008 were to
be directed at regions of East Siberia, the Sakha (Yakutiya)
Republic, and Russia’s continental Arctic shelf. Expeditions
conducted in 2005 and 2007 in the Arctic led the Russian
Ministry of Natural Resources to conclude that the Lomonosov
range of the shelf should be included in Russia’s economic zone.
Russia was preparing documentation to submit its claim to the
appropriate international organizations. Among the most notable
discoveries was the Central Astrakhan gas condensate deposit,
which reportedly had about 1.26 billion cubic meters of gas; the
Angoaro-Lenskoye deposit in Irkutsk Oblast, with reserves of
1.1 billion cubic meters of gas; and the Severo-Komar’inskoye
and the Kosukhinkoye oil deposits in the south of Tyumen’
Oblast’, which have reserves of 19.7 Mt and 18 Mt, respectively
(Ekonomika i Zhizn’, 2007).
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Norilsk Nickel signed an exploration agreement with Rio
Tinto Group in 2006 for the exploration and subsequent
development of deposits in the Far East and Siberian regions
of the country and with BHP Billiton for exploration in West
Siberia and the northwestern regions of the country (MMC
Norilsk Nickel, 2007).
Outlook
The mainstay of Russia’s mineral sector and economy for the
coming decade is expected to be the oil and gas sector, where
production is projected to increase, although at a lower rate
of growth than in the preceding decade because of depleting
reserves and a lack of adequate investment. Nevertheless, a
continuation of high energy prices would enable Russia to
continue its high rate of economic growth based on revenues
from oil and gas exports. In Russia’s nonfuel mineral production
sectors, Russia’s Economic and Trade Ministry projects that
output of nonferrous metals could increase by as much as 13%
by 2010 compared with that of 2006. This scenario is predicated
on a significant growth in the aluminum industry through
projects underway to upgrade existing production capacity
and to construct a new aluminum smelter. New copper mines
are being developed in the Ural Mountains region, which will
provide for an increase in copper production of between 2%
and 3% per year; the construction of a zinc plant in the Ural
Mountains region will increase zinc output. Increases were also
projected for nickel production (Interfax Russia & CIS Metals
and Mining Weekly, 2007l).
In the Russian metallurgical industry, only about one-half of
the technological processes used in production are on the level
of those used in industrially developed countries. This has had
the negative effect of requiring above-average expenditures
compared with those of industrially developed countries to
produce goods, thereby affecting the competitiveness of the
products produced. For the Russian metallurgical sector to
remain competitive on the world market, it would need to
develop resource saving technologies, organize new types
of production, and develop more high-value-added products
(Parkhomenko, 2007).
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TABLE 1
RUSSIA: PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES1
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity
METALS
Aluminum:
Ore and concentrate:
Alumina
Bauxite

2003

thousand metric tons

Nepheline concentrate, 25% to 30%e
Metal, smelter, primary
Antimony, mine output, recoverable Sb contente
Arsenic, whitee
Bismuth:e
Mine output, Bi content
Metal, refined
Cadmium, metal, smelter
Chromium, chrome ore, marketable

3,230
5,441,800
1,014,279
3,478,057
2,000
870

2004

r
r, 2

r

23
10
629
116,455

r

6,100
4,900

r

650,000

3,269
6,017,600
1,023,257
3,591,747
3,000
1,500

2005

r
r, 2

20
10
532
320,200

r

6,000
4,800

r

r

630,000

r

662,000
180,000
842,000

r

662,000
257,000
919,000

662,000
18,000
680,000
10

r, e

r

r

3,259
6,409,300
1,000,000
3,647,072
3,000
1,500

2006

r

19
10
621
772,000

r

6,300
5,000

r

640,000

3,265
6,399,200
1,000,000
3,717,907
3,500
1,800

2007

r

r

3,300
6,777,000
1,000,000
3,955,417
3,500
1,500

17
11
690
966,065

r

6,300
5,000

r

r

739,000

r

820,000

696,000
262,000
958,000

r

635,000
312,000
947,000

r

650,000
290,000
940,000

684,000
249,000
933,000
10

r

635,000
312,000
947,000
11

r

164,186
4,884

r

r

r
r

e

19
12
810
776,681

e

Cobalt:
Mine output, recoverable Co content
Metal, refined
Copper:
Ore, recoverable Cu contente
Metal:
Blister, smelter:e
Primary
Secondary
Total
Refined:
Primary
Secondary
Total
Galliume
Gold:
Mine output, Au content
Secondary recovery
See footnotes at end of table.
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kilograms
do.

170,068
6,835

r

r
r

e
e

682,000
237,000
919,000
9
163,148
4,844

r

r
r

r

r
r

r

159,340
4,981

r

r
r

r
r

6,300
3,800

650,000
289,000
939,000
11
156,912
5,867
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TABLE 1—Continued
RUSSIA: PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES1
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity
METALS—Continued
Indiume
Iron and steel:
Iron ore:
Gross weight
e

Fe content, 55% to 63%
Metal:
Pig iron
e

Direct-reduced iron
Ferroalloys:e
Blast furnace:
Ferromanganese
Ferrophosphorus
Spiegeleisen
Electric furnace:
Ferrochromium
Ferrochromiumsilicon

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

10

11

12

12

12

91,759,800
53,000,000

96,980,000
56,200,000

96,764,400
56,100,000

102,000,000
59,100,000

105,000,000 e
60,800,000

48,368,000
2,900,000

50,426,700
3,140,000

49,175,000
3,340,000

51,683,000
3,340,000

51,523,000
4,000,000

101,000
3,500
7,000

108,000
3,500
7,000

108,000
3,500
7,000

125,000
3,500
7,000

120,000
3,500
7,000
570,000
4,000

357,000
4,000

2

453,700
4,000

2

578,000
4,000

2

600,000
4,000

14,900
4,230
-760,000
8,000
83,000
75,000
22,000
1,440,000

r

9,640
20,900
-721,000
13,700
80,000
75,000
22,000
1,520,000

r

12,900
8,160
-742,000
12,880
70,000
58,000
22,000
1,630,000

r

11,300
18,800
-882,300
11,000
70,000
54,500
22,000
1,810,000

Ferronickel, gross weight:3
High-nickel
Other
Ferroniobium (ferrcolumbium)
Ferrosilicon
Ferrovanadium
Silicomanganese
Silicon metal
Other
Total
Steel:
Crude
Finished, rolled
Pipe

62,707,600
51,050,000
6,102,000

65,645,600
53,800,000
5,990,000

Lead:e
Mine output, recoverable Pb content
Metal, refined, primary and secondary

24,000
66,000

23,200
70,000

r

36,400
66,000

r

34,000
78,000

1,200,000
43,000

1,000,000
45,000

r

930,000
45,000

r

1,200,000
35,000

29,000
6,000
50
2,900

r

8,000
1,600
50
3,000

r

318,000
599

r

329,000
700

r

12,700
246,000
3,805
3,000
266,000

r

12,600
254,000
4,075
3,000
274,000

r

28,000
118,200
15,500
161,700

e

29,100
97,400
15,500
142,000

r

Magnesium:e
Magnesite
Metal, including secondary
Manganese ore:e
Gross weight
Mn content
Mercurye
Molybdenum, in concentratee
Nickel:e
Mine output, recoverable Ni content
Matte, for export
Nickel products:
Ferronickel, Ni content3
Metal
Oxide sinter
Chemicals
Total
Platinum-group metals:
Platinum
Palladium
e

Other
Total
See footnotes at end of table.
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r

r

67,000
13,000
50
2,900

r

305,000
3,866

r

13,500
247,000
6,372
2,500
269,000
kilograms
do.
do.
do.

r

32,700
92,000
15,000
139,700

r

r
r, 2

r

r
r

r

r

r
r

r

r

2
2
r
r

r

66,186,200
54,600,000
6,673,000

r

r
r, 2

r

r
r
r

r

r
r, 2

r

r, 2

r, 2
r
r
r

r

14,000
20,000
80
896,100
12,000
70,000
54,000
22,000
1,790,000

70,816,000 r
58,200,000
7,898,400 r

72,389,000
59,660,000
8,706,000

r

50,000
94,000

r

12,000
2,400
50
3,100

r

327,000
1,300

r

14,400
258,000
2,713
3,500
279,000

r

29,100
98,400
15,600
143,100

r, e

r

r
r, 2

r

r

2

1,200,000
32,500
44,000
9,000
50
4,100
331,000
1,300
17,100
249,000
235
3,500
270,000
27,000
96,800
14,500
138,000

e

2

e
e

e
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TABLE 1—Continued
RUSSIA: PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES1
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity
METALS—Continued
Rheniume
Selenium

kilograms

e

Silicon
Silver:e
Mine output, Ag content
Secondary recovery

kilograms
do.

Tin:e
Mine output, recoverable Sn content
Metal, smelter:
Primary
Secondary
Total
Titanium spongee
Tungsten, concentrate, W contente
Vanadium, metale
Zinc:
Mine output, recoverable Zn content
e

Metal, smelter, primary and secondary
Zirconium, baddeleyite concentrate, averaging
98% ZrO2e

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

1,400
81
570,000

1,400
85
550,000

1,400
100
525,000

1,400
110
600,000

1,500
110
635,000

700,000
250

1,276,900
265

2,000

2,500

3,000

3,000

2,500

4,100
500
4,600
23,000
5,450
5,800

4,570
500
5,070
26,000
5,500
10,900

5,000
500
5,500
29,000
4,400
15,100

4,980
500
5,480
32,000
4,000
15,100

3,800
400
4,200
34,200
4,400
14,500

159,000
253,000

161,700
240,000

6,600

5,500

2

r

1,350,000
265

2

1,250,000
265

r

r

e

1,200,000
265

186,000
220,000

r

178,000
240,000

r

185,000
260,000

e

6,700

r

7,500

r

7,136

2

925,000
63,400 r
400
48,500,000

925,000
63,000
400
54,700,000

r

830,000
1,000,000

INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
Asbestos, grades I-VIe
Barite
Borone
Cement, hydraulic

thousand metric tons

Clays:e
Bentonite
Kaolin concentrate
Diamond:e
Gem
Industrial
Synthetic
Total
Feldspar
Fluorspar, concentrate, 55% to 96.4% CaF2
Germanium
Graphite
Gypsume
Iodine
Lime, industrial and constructione
Lithium minerals, unspecifiede
Micae
Nitrogen, N content of ammonia
Perlite
Phosphate rock:e
Gross weight
P2O5 content:
Apatite concentrate, 37% to 39.6%
Sedimentary rock, 19% to 30%
Total
Potash, marketable, K2O equivalent
Salt, all types
Soda ashe
See footnotes at end of table.
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883,888 r, 2
79,000 r
1,000
41,000,000
900,000
1,300,000

carats
do.
do.
do.

r
r

20,000,000
13,000,000
80,000,000
113,000,000
121,405 r
170,000 e
4
5,700
1,750,000
58,000 r
8,000,000
-- r
100,000
9,100,000
58,000
11,072,600 r, 2
4,121,000
120,000
4,240,000
5,465,000
2,700,000
2,400,000

2

r

923,000 2
63,400 r
500
45,700,000
870,000
1,200,000

r
r

23,700,000 r
15,200,000 r
80,000,000
119,000,000
156,391 r
226,400
3
5,500
2,077,000 2
105,000 r
8,200,000 2
-- r
100,000
9,800,000
56,000
11,345,300 r, 2
4,220,000
123,000
4,340,000
6,405,000
2,900,000
2,600,000

r
r
r
r

850,000
1,150,000

r

925,000
63,000 e
400
59,900,000
r
r

800,000
1,000,000

23,000,000
15,000,000
80,000,000
118,000,000
160,000 r, e
245,500
3
5,300
2,200,000
105,000 r, e
8,200,000
-- r
100,000
10,000,000
55,000

23,400,000 r
15,000,000 r
80,000,000
118,000,000
160,000 r, e
210,000 e
2
5,100
2,200,000
105,000 r, e
8,200,000
-- r
100,000
10,500,000 2
52,000

23,300,000
15,000,000
80,000,000
118,000,000
160,000 e
180,000 e
2
5,100
2,300,000
105,000 e
8,200,000
-100,000
10,500,000
52,000

11,317,400 r, 2

10,866,000 r, 2

11,000,000

4,210,000
123,000
4,330,000
7,131,000
2,700,000
2,600,000

r
r
r
r

4,040,000 r
118,000 r
4,160,000 r
6,610,000 r
2,800,000 r
2,800,000

4,120,000
120,000
4,240,000
6,600,000 e
2,200,000
2,900,000
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TABLE 1—Continued
RUSSIA: PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES1
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity
INDUSTRIAL MINERALS—Continued
Sulfur:e
Native
Pyrites
Byproduct:
Metallurgy
Natural gas
Total
Sulfuric acid
Talce
Vermiculitee
MINERAL FUELS AND RELATED MATERIALS
Coal:
Anthracite
Bituminous
Lignite
Total
Coke, 6% moisture content
Natural gas, marketed
million cubic meters
Oil shale
Peat, fuel use
Petroleum:
Crude in:
Gravimetric units
thousand 42-gallon barrels
Volumetric unitse
Refinery products4
Uranium:
U content
U3O8 content

2003

50,000
357,000
523,000
5,804,700
6,730,000
8,800,000
130,000
23,000

2004

r

r
r, 2
r

r
r

50,000
286,000
572,000
5,909,958
6,820,000
9,200,000
150,000
21,000

2005

r

r
r, 2
r

r
r

50,000
304,000
640,000
6,301,000
7,300,000
9,500,000
160,000
25,000

2006

r

r
r, 2
r

r

50,000
304,000
695,000
6,346,000
7,400,000
9,500,000
160,000
25,000

2007

50,000
200,000

r

r

800,000
6,000,000
7,050,000
9,652,000 2
170,000
25,000

r, 2
r

r

7,900,000
269,100,000
79,400,000
356,400,000
32,700,000
616,450
1,400,000 r
1,000,000

7,800,000
203,200,000
70,400,000
281,400,000
33,801,000
633,950
1,300,000 r
1,500,000

8,000,000
195,000,000
95,300,000
298,300,000
31,600,000
635,964
1,700,000 r
1,600,000

18,000,000
215,000,000
75,800,000
308,800,000
32,700,000
656,230
1,900,000 r
1,300,000

18,332,000
218,971,000
77,200,000
314,503,000
33,800,000
651,000
1,900,000
1,300,000

412,377,000
3,000,000
190,030,000

458,808,000
3,300,000
195,000,000

469,600,000
3,500,000
207,000,000

480,480,000
3,530,000
219,575,000

491,000,000
3,600,000
211,000,000

3,150
3,715

3,223
3,801

r
r

3,431
4,045

r
r

3,262
3,847

r
r

3,413
3,762

e

Estimated; estimated data are rounded to no more than three significant digits; may not add to totals shown. rRevised. do. Ditto. NA Not available. -- Zero.
Table includes data available through February 28, 2009.
2
Reported figure.
3
In December 2001, Mechel OAO acquired a 79.9% interest in the South Urals Nickel Plant previously operated by Yuzhuralnikel Combine JSC. The new
owner made substantial improvement to the Orsk ferronickel plant and produced a low-iron ferronickel (greater than 85% nickel). Excludes nickel-chromium
remelt alloy produced from scrap. The remelt alloy typically has a nickel content of 20% to 50%.
1

4

Not distributed by type and therefore not suitable for conversion to volumetric units. Data include all energy and nonenergy products but exclude losses
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TABLE 2
RUSSIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 20071, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Commodity

Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits

Annual

3

Alumina
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Aluminum, primary smelters
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Achinsk (United Company RUSAL)
Bogoslovsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Boksitogorsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Pikalyovo (United Company RUSAL)3
Uralsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Bogoslovsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Bratsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Irkutsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Kandalaksha (United Company RUSAL)3
Khakas (United Company RUSAL)3
Krasnoyarsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Nadvoitsy (United Company RUSAL)3

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Amber

Novokuznetsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Sayansk (United Company RUSAL)3
Uralsk (United Company RUSAL)3
Volgograd (United Company RUSAL)3
Volkhov (United Company RUSAL)3
Kaliningrad Amber enterprise (Kaliningrad regional
authorities and Alrosa Co. Ltd.)

Antimony:
Sb content of concentrate
Do.
Compounds and metals
Apatite, concentrate
Do.
Asbestos
Do.
Do.

Sarylakh deposit
Sentachan deposit

Do.
Barite
Bauxite

Ryazsvetmet plant
Khibiny apatite association (OAO Apatit)
Kovdor iron ore mining association
Bazenovskoye chrysotile deposit
Molodeznoye deposit
"Ogenburg Minerals" Co., Kiembaevskoye
chrysotile deposit
"Tuvaasbest" Plant, Ak-Dovurakskoye chrysotile
deposit
"Uralasbest" Mining and Clarification Plant
Salarinskiy mining and beneficiation complex
North-Urals mining company (United Company

Do.

RUSAL)3
South-Urals mining company (United Company

Do.

Location or deposit names
Achinsk in East Siberia
Krasnotur'insk
European north
Pikalyovo
Kamensk-Uralskiy
Krasnotur'insk
Bratsk
Irkutskaya Oblast'
Kola Pennisula
Khakassiya
Krasnoyarskiy Kray
Nadvoitsy, Kareliya (Petrozavodsk)
Republic
Novokuznetsk
Sayanogorsk
Kamensk-Uralskiy
Volgogradskaya Oblast'
Volkhov, east of St. Petersburg
Kaliningrad Oblast'

capacitye
900,000
1,050,000
200,000
300,000
700,000
175,000
950,000
300,000
75,000
300,000
875,000
75,000

Ust'-Nera region, Sakha (Yakutiya)
Republic
Northeastern Sakha (Yakutiya)
Republic
Ryazanskaya Oblast'
Kola Peninsula
do.
Sverdlovsk Oblast'
Zabaykal'sk (Chita) Oblast'
Orenburgskaya Oblast'

6,000

Tyva (Kyzyl) Republic
Central Ural Mountains
Kvartsitovaya Sopka deposit
Severoural'sk region
South Ural Mountains

300,000
425,000
150,000
175,000
20,000
250

4

NA
NA
15,000,000
700,000
NA
NA
500,000
250,000
1,100,000
100,000
NA
NA

3

Do.
Do.
Boron, boric acid
Do.
Do.
Chromite
Coal
Do.
Do.
thousand metric tons
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
See footnotes at end of table.
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RUSAL)
Severnaya Onega Mine (United Company RUSAL)3
Komi Aluminum (United Company RUSAL)3
Bor Association
Amur River complex
Alga River chemical complex
Saranov complex
Donets (east) Basin
Kansk Achinsk Basin
Kuznetsk Basin (Kuzbass)
Moscow Basin
Neryungri Basin
Pechora Basin
South Yakutiya Basin

Northwest region
Sredne-Timan
Primorskiy (Maritime) Kray
Far East
do.
Saranovskiy
Rostovskaya Oblast'
East Siberia
West Siberia
Moscow region
Sakha (Yakutiya) Republic
Komi (Syktyvkar) Republic
Sakha (Yakutiya) Republic

800,000
3,000,000
140,000
8,000
12,000
200,000
30,000,000
50,000,000
160,000
15,000,000
15,000,000
30,000,000
17,000,000
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TABLE 2—Continued
1, 2

RUSSIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 2007
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits
MMC Norilsk Nickel
Rezh and Yuzhuralnikel enterprises
Ufaleynikel company
Khovu-Aksynskoe (nickel-cobalt) deposit

Commodity
Cobalt
Do.
Do.
Do.
Copper:
Cu in ore
Do.
Do.
Metal, refined
Do.
Do.
Diamond, gem and
industrial
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Feldspar
Ferroalloys
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Ferronickel
Ferrovanadium
Fluorspar
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Gold
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
See footnotes at end of table.

Russia—2007

thousand carats

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

kilograms

MMC Norilsk Nickel
Russian Copper Co. (RCC)
Ural Mining and Metallurgical Co. (UMMC)
MMC Norilsk Nickel
Russian Copper Co. (RCC)
Ural Mining and Metallurgical Co. (UMMC)
Almazy Rossii-Sakha Joint Stock Company
(Alrosa Co. Ltd.) enterprises:
Udachnyy mining and beneficiation complex
Mirny mining and beneficiation complex
Aikhal mining and beneficiation complex
Anabaraskiy mining and beneficiation complex
Nyurbinskiy mining and beneficiation complex
Lomonosov
Kheto-Lanbino and Lupikko deposits
Kosaya Gora iron works
Kuznetsk ferroalloys plant
Lipetsk iron and steel works
Serov ferroalloy plant
Chelyabinsk electrometallurgical plant
Chusovoy iron and steel plant
Klyuchevsk ferroalloy plant
Ufaleynikel company
Vanadii-Tulachermet
Abagaytuy deposit
Usugli Mine
Kyakhtinsky deposit
Kalanguy mining complex
Yaroslavsky mining-beneficiation complex

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Mining companies:
Amur a/s ZAO
Buryatzoloto OAO
Chukotka a/s
GRK Aldanzoloto OOO
LT-Resurs, ZAO
Neryungri-Metallik, OOO
Nirungan, OOO
Omchak OAO
Omolonskaya ZRK, OAO
Omsukchanskaya GGK, ZAO
Oyna, a/s
Pokrovskiy Mine OAO
Polimetal, MNPO, OAO

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Polyarnaya, a/s
Polyus ZAO
Priisk Drazhnyy, OOO
Priisk Solov'yevskiy, OAO
Ros-DV, OOO

Annual
Location or deposit names
Noril'sk, Kola Peninsula
South Ural Mountains
Chelyabinsk Oblast', Ural Mountains
Khovu-Aksy, Tyva (Kyzyl) Republic

capacitye
4,000
2,100
4,000
NA

Noril'sk region, Kola Peninsula
Urals
do.
Noril'sk region, Kola Peninsula
Urals
do.
Sakha (Yukutiya) Republic mines:

500,000
70,000
230,000
450,000
170,000
360,000

Zarnitsa and Udachnyy
Mir and International
Aikhal and Komsomol'skiy
Alluvial mines
Nyurbinskiy and Botuobinskiy
Arkhangel'skaya Oblast'
Kareliya (Petrozavodsk) Republic
Kosaya, Gora
Novokuznetsk
Lipetskaya Oblast'
Sverdlovsk Oblast'
Chelyabinskaya Oblast'
Perm' Kray
Dvurechensk
Chelyabinsk Oblast', Urals
Tula, North Caucasus
Transbaikal
do.
do.
Zabaykal'sk (Chita) Kray, Transbaikal
Pogranichnoye and Vosnesenskoye
deposits, Russian Far East's
Primorskiy (Maritime) Kray
Mining regions:
Khabarovsk Kray
Buryat Republic
Chukotsk Autonomous Oblast'
Sakha (Yukutiya) Republic
Irkutsk Oblast'
Sakha (Yukutiya) Republic
do.
Magadan Oblast'
do.
do.
Tyva (Kyzyl) Republic
Amur Oblast'
Magadan and Sverdlovsk
Oblast's, Khabarovsk Kray
Chukotsk Autonomous Oblast'
Krasnoyarsk Kray
do.
Amur Oblast'
Khabarovsk Kray

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
200,000
400,000
NA
NA
450,000
NA
160,000
5,000
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

5,500
5,000
1,700
4,000
2,700
1,500
1,100
3,000
5,000
3,000
1,500
6,000
7,500
1,000
38,000
1,200
1,500
1,100
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TABLE 2—Continued
RUSSIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 20071, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Commodity
Gold—Continued
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Iron ore

kilograms
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Lead-zinc, recoverable content of ore:
Lead, recoverable Pb content of ore
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Zinc, recoverable Zn content of ore
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
See footnotes at end of table.
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Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits
Mining companies—Continued:
Russdragmet OOO
Seligdar, a/s
Sovrudnik, OOO
Susumanzoloto, OAO
Seligdar, a/s
Sovrudnik, OOO
Susumanzoloto, OAO
Uralelktomed', OAO
Vitim. a/s
Votok, a/s
Yuzhuralzoloto
Zapadnaya, a/s
Zolotaya, ZDK, ZAO
Kursk Magnetic Anomaly (KMA) region, which
contains the following enterprises:
Lebedi and Stoilo
Mikhaylovka
Northwest region, which contains the following
enterprises:
Kostomuksha
Kovdor
Olenegorsk
Siberia region, which contains the following
enterprises:
East:
Korshunovo
Rudnogorsk
West:
Abakan
Sheregesh
Tashtagol
Teya
Ural Mountains region, which contains the
following enterprises:
Akkermanovka
Bakal
Goroblagodat
Kachkanar
Magnitogorsk
Peshchanka
Altay mining-beneficiation complex
Dalpolymetal mining-beneficiation complex
Nerchinsk polymetallic complex
Sadon lead-zinc complex
Salair mining-beneficiation complex
Altay mining-beneficiation complex
Dalpolymetal mining-beneficiation complex
Nerchinsk polymetallic complex
Sadon lead-zinc complex
Salair mining-beneficiation complex

Annual
Location or deposit names
Mining regions—Continued:
Khabarovsk Kray, Chita Oblast'
Sakha (Yukutiya) Republic
Krasnoyarsk Kray
Magadan Oblast'
Sakha (Yukutiya) Republic
Krasnoyarsk Kray
Magadan Oblast'
Sverdlovsk Oblast'
Irkutsk Oblast'
Khabarovsk Kray
Chelyabinsk Oblast'
Krasnoyarsk Kray
Khakasiya Republic
Locations:

capacitye
6,000
2,000
2,000
3,000
2,000
2,000
3,000
1,400
2,900
1,100
4,200
1,900
1,200
50,000,000 4

Gubkin
Zheleznogorsk
Locations:

22,000,000 4

Kostomuksha
Kola Peninsula
Olenegorsk
Locations:

18,000,000 4

Zheleznogorsk
Rudnogorsk
Abaza
Sheregesh
Tashtagol
Vershina Tei
Locations:

22,000,000 4

Novotroitsk
Bakal
Kushva
Kachkanar
Magnitogorsk
Rudnichnyy
Altay (Barnaul) Kray, South
Siberia
Primorskiy (Maritime) Kray
Chitinskaya Oblast'
Severnaya Osetiya-Alaniya Republic
Kemerovo Oblast'
Altay (Barnaul) Kray, South
Siberia
Primorskiy (Maritime) Kray
Chitinskaya Oblast'
Severnaya Osetiya-Alaniya Republic
Kemerovo Oblast'

2,000
20,000
7,000
5,000
2,000
1,000
25,000
12,500
14,000
10,500
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TABLE 2—Continued
RUSSIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 20071, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Commodity
Lead, metal
Do.
Magnesite
Magnesium, metal (for sale)
Do.
Mica
Do.
Do.
Do.
Molybdenum
Do.
Do.
Do.
Natural gas
million cubic meters
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Nepheline syenite
Do.
Nickel:
Ni in ore
Do.
Do.
Metal:
Smelting
Do.
Do.
Refining
Do.
Ni products and Ni in FeNi
Niobium (columbium)
Oil shale
Petroleum
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
See footnotes at end of table.
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Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits
Dalpolymetal lead smelter
Elektrotzink lead smelter [Ural Mining and
Metallurgical Co. (UMMC)]
Karagayskiy open pit and Magnezitovaya
underground mine (Magnezit Group)
Avisma plant
Solikamsk plant (Uralkaliy)
Emel'dzhak deposit, Aldan Shield
Lopatova Guba mica pit, Northern Kareliya
Kovdor phlogopite Mine (Mica Mine; Slyuda Mine;
Kovdorslyuda Shaft)
Irkutsk complex (JSC "Vostoksluda")
Dzhida tungsten-molybdenum Mine
Sorsk molybdenum mining enterprise
Tyrnyauz tungsten-molybdenum Mine
Shakhtaminskoye molybdenum mining enterprise
Komi Republic
Noril'sk area
North Caucasus
Sakhalin
Tomsk Oblast
Tyumen Oblast including:
Medvezhye field
Urengoy field
Vyrngapur field
Yamburg field
Bovanenko field
Pestsovoyy field
Zapolyarnyy field
Schtokmanov field
Urals
Volga
Yakut-Sakha
Apatite complex
Kiya-Shaltyr Mine

Annual
Location or deposit names
Rudnaya in the Primorskiy
(Maritime) Kray
Vladikavkaz in North Caucasus

capacitye
20,000
40,000
3,800,000

Mam deposit, Irkutsk Oblast'
West Transbaikal
Khakasiya (Abakan) Republic
North Caucasus
Chitinskaya Oblast'
Komi (Syktyvkar) Republic
Noril'sk region, Kola Peninsula
North Caucasus
Far East
West Siberia
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Yamal Peninsula
Ob-Taz Gulf area
do.
Barents Sea
Ural'skiye Gory
Volgada Oblast'
Sakha (Yakutiya) Republic
Kola Pennisula
Goryachegorsk massif, east Siberia

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
8,000
5,500
6,000
2,000
500
575,000 4
(75,000)
(300,000)
(17,000)
(170,000)
NA
NA
NA
NA
45,000
6,000
1,500
1,500,000
NA

35,000
30,000
NA
NA
NA

MMC Norilsk Nickel
Yuzhuralnikel company
Ufaleynikel company

Noril'sk region, Kola Peninsula
South Urals
Chelyabinsk Oblast', Urals

300,000
3,000
17,000

MMC Norilsk Nickel
do.
do.
do.
do.
Rezh, Ufaleynikel, and Yuzhuralnikel enterprises
Karnarsurt mining enterprise (AO Sevredmet)

Noril'sk region, Kola Peninsula
Pechenga
Monchegorsk
Noril'sk region, Kola Peninsula
Monchegorsk
South Urals
Lovozerskoye deposit, Kola
Peninsula
Slantsy, Leningrad Oblast'
Tomskaya Oblast'
Locations:
North Caspian Sea Basin
Ural'skiye Gory
Southern Caucasus
North Caucasus

160,000
50,000
50,000
100,000
140,000
65,000
12,000

Leningradslanets Association
East Siberia, Tomsk Oblast
European Russia:
Astrakhan
Bashkortostan
Checheno-Ingush Republic
Dagestan

4

Sakha group of deposits
(Chelyabinsk Oblast')
Berezniki
Perm' Kray
Sakha (Yakutiya) Republic
Kareliya (Petrozavodsk) Republic
Kola Peninsula, Murmansk Oblast'

5,000,000
11,000,000
700,000
28,000,000
4,500,000
700,000
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TABLE 2—Continued
RUSSIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 20071, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Commodity
Petroleum—Continued
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
thousand metric tons
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
do.
Do.
Phosphate rock
Do.
Do.
Do.
Phosphate rock, apatite concentrate
Do.
Platinum-group metals:
Ore, PGM content
Do.
Metals
Do.
Do.

Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits
European Russia—Continued:
Kaliningrad Oblast'
Komi Republic
Krasnodar Kray
Orenburg Oblast'
Perm Oblast'
Samara
Saratov Oblast'
Stavropol Kray
Tatarstan
Udmurt Republic
Fields:
Kogolym
Krasnoleninskiy
Langepas
Megion
Nizhnevartovsk
Noyabrsk
Purneftegaz
Surgat
Uray
Varegan
Sakhalin Island
Kingisepp complex (OAO Fosforit)
Lopatino and Yegorevsk deposits
Polpinskoye deposit
Verkhnekamsk deposit
OAO Apatit
Kovdor iron mining complex
MMC Norilsk Nickel
AO Koryakgeoldobycha, Amur Prospectors
Krasnoyarsk Nonferrous Metals Plant
(Krastsvetmet)
Ekaterinburgskiy plant (EZOTsM)
Priobsk plant (OJSC Gazprom Neft)

Potash, K2O equivalent
Do.

Uralkaliy
OAO Silvinit

Rare earths
Salt

Lovozerskoye deposit
AO Bassol'

Do.
Silver
Soda ash
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Steel, crude

Dus-Dagskoe deposit
Dukat Mine
Achinsk plant
Berezniki plant
Pikalevo plant
Sterlitamak plant
Volkhov plant
Companies:
Amurstal
Asha Iron and Steel Works
Beloretsk Iron and Steel Works
Chusovskoy Iron and Steel Works

Do.
Do.
Do.
See footnotes at end of table.
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Annual
Location or deposit names
Locations—Continued:
Baltic coast
Northwest
North Caucasus
Ural'skiye Gory
do.
Volgada Oblast'
do.
North Caucasus
Volga River region
Ural'skiye Gory
Tyumenskaya Oblast', West Siberia
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Sakhalin Oblast'
Leningradskaya Oblast'
Moscow Oblast'
Bryanskaya Oblast'
Ural'skiye Gory
Kola Peninsula
do.

capacitye
1,800,000
15,000,000
2,000,000
13,000,000
12,000,000
16,000,000
1,500,000
2,000,000
40,000,000
9,000,000
300,000 4
(34,000)
(12,000)
(30,000)
(18,000)
(70,000)
(37,000)
(12,000)
(48,000)
(8,000)
(10,000)
2,500,000
3,500,000
NA
NA
NA
12,000,000
700,000

Noril'sk region, Kola Peninsula
Placer deposits (mostly platinum),
Urals; Siberia; Russian Far East
Krasnoyarskiy Kray

150
10

Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg) Republic
Khanty-Mansi (Khanty-Mansiisk)
Autonomous Okrug
Verkhnekamsk deposit
Solikamsk-Berezniki regions,
Ural'skiye Gory
Kola Peninsula
Lake Baskunchak in Astrakhan'
Oblast'
Dus-Dag Mountains
Magadanskaya Oblast'
East Siberia
Ural'skiye Gory
Leningradskaya Oblast'
Bashkortostan Republic
Leningradskaya Oblast'
Locations:
Komsomol'sk-na-Amure
Chelyabinsk Oblast'
Bashkirskoye
Perm' Kray

NA
NA

4

NA

3,000,000
2,000,000
NA
2,500,000
25,000
1,000
595
1,080
200
2,135
20
1,600,000
450,000
380,000
570,000
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TABLE 2—Continued
RUSSIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 20071, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Commodity
Steel, crude—Continued
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits
Companies:
Elektrostal Joint-Stock Co.
Gorkovskoy Metallurgichesky Zavod
Gur'yevsk Steel Works
Karaganda
Kuznetsk Steel Works
Lys'va Metallurgical Plant
Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works (MMK)
Mechel
Nizhniy Sergi Steel Works

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Nizhniy Tagil Iron and Steel Works
Nosta JSC (JSC Orsk-Kahlilovo Iron and Steel
Works)
Novolipetsk Iron and Steel Corp. (NLMK)
Novosibprokat Joint-Stock Co.
Omutninsk Metallurgical Plant
Oskol Electric Steel Works (OEMK)
Petrovsk-Zabaykal'skiy Steel Works
Revdinskiy Steel and Wire Production Works

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Salda Steel Works
Serov Steel Works
Serp i Molot (Moscow Metallurgical Works)
Severskiy Tube Works
Severstal
Sibelektrostal Metallurgical Works
Sulinskiy Steel works (Staks)
Taganrog Iron and Steel Works (Tagmet)
OAO Tulachermet
Viz-Stal (Verkh-Isetsk Steel Works)

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Talc
Do.
Do.
Do.
Tantalum, ore

Tin:
Ore
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Metal
Do.
Do.
See footnotes at end of table.

Russia—2007

Volgograd Steel Works (Red October)
Vyksa Steel Works
Zapsib Met Kombinat (West Siberian Steel Works)
Zlatoust Iron and Steel Works
Onotsk deposit
Kirgiteysk deposit
Miass deposit
Shabrovsk deposit
Deposit or complex:
Lovozerskoye deposit
Zabaykalskiy mining and beneficiation complex
Novosibirsk mining-beneficiation complexes:
Khinganskoye olovo (Jewish Autonomous
District)
Dalolovo
Deputatskiy (Sakhaolovo)
Vostokolovo
Iultin mining-beneficiation complex
Khrustalnyy mining-beneficiation complex
Pevek mining-beneficiation complex
Novosibirsk smelter
Podol'sk smelter
Ryazan smelter

Annual
Location or deposit names
Location:
Moscow
Nizhniy Novgorod Oblast'
Kemerovo Oblast'
Karagandinskaya Oblast'
Kemerovo Oblast'
Permskaya Oblast'
Chelyabinsk Oblast'
do.
Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg)
Oblast'
do.
Novotroitsk, Orenburgskaya
Oblast'
Lipetskaya Oblast'
Novosibirskaya Oblast'
Kirov Oblast'
Staryy Oskol
Petrovsk-Zabaykal'skiy
Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg)
Oblast'
do.
do.
Moscow
Polevskoy, Sverdlovsk Oblast'
Vologada Oblast'
Krasnoyarskiy Kray
Rostov Oblast'
do.
Tula Oblast'
Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg)
Oblast'
Volgograd Oblast'
Nizhniy Novgorod Oblast'
Kemerovo Oblast'
Zlatoust, Chelyabinsk Oblast'
Irkutskaya Oblast'
Krasnoyarskiy Kray
Chelyabinsk Oblast'
Sverdlovsk (Yekaterinburg) Oblast'
Kola Peninsula
Etykinskoye deposit
Locations:
Khabarovskiy Kray
Solnechnyy deposit, Primorskiy
(Maritime) Kray
Sakha (Yakutiya) Republic
Russian Far East
Magadanskaya Oblast'
Primorskiy (Maritime) Kray
Magadanskaya Oblast'
Novosibirskaya Oblast'
Podol'sk
Ryazanskaya Oblast'

capacitye
314,000
78,000
160,000
6,300,000
4,700,000
350,000
16,200,000
7,000,000
300,000
8,000,000
4,600,000
9,900,000
1,100,000
210,000
2,500,000
426,000
281,000
1,900
1,000,000
70,000
825,000
14,000,000
110,000
280,000
925,000
18,400
132,000
2,000,000
540,000
6,900,000
1,200,000
NA
NA
NA
NA
10

4

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
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TABLE 2—Continued
RUSSIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY IN 20071, 2
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)

Commodity
Titanium:
Metal
Do.
Do.

Sponge

Tungsten:
W content of concentrates
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Metal, tungsten anhydride
Uranium, U content

Vanadium:
Ore
Metal
Pentoxide
Zinc:
Zn content of ore
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Metal
Do.
Do.
Zirconium, baddaleyite concentrate

Major operating companies, main facilities,
or deposits

Annual
Location or deposit names

Moscow plant
Podol'sk plant
Verkhnaya Salda Metallurgical Production
Association (VSMPO)-Avisma
Titanium-Magnesium complex
Verkhnaya Salda Metallurgical Production
Association (VSMPO)-Avisma
Titanium-Magnesium complex
Deposits:
Aginskoye deposit
Antonovogorsk deposit
Balkan deposit

capacitye

Moscow
Podol'sk
Sverdlovskaya Oblast', Ural
Mountains

NA
NA
NA

Sverdlovskaya Oblast', Ural
Mountains

40,000

Locations:
Sakha (Yukutiya) Republic
East Transbaikal, Chita Oblast'
Northeast of Magnitogorsk,
Ural'skiye Gory
East Transbaikal, Chita Oblast'
West Transbaikal
do.
Magadansk Oblast'
North Caucasus
Russian Far East
do.
Southern Khabarovskiy Kray
Kabardino-Balkariya (Nal'chik)
Republic, North Caucasus
do.
Locations:
Kurganskaya Oblast'
Buryatiya (Ulan-Ude) Republic
Krasnokamensk, Zabaykal'sk (Chita)
Kray

Belukha deposit
Bom-Grokhom deposit
Dzhida deposit
Iultin deposit
Kti-Teberdaskoye deposit
Lermontovo W-Au deposit
Primorsky deposit
Solnechnyy deposit
Tyrnyauz tungsten-molybdenum mining and
processing complex
Gidrometallurg plant
TVEL Corp. enterprises:
ZAO Dalur mining enterprise
OAO Khiagda mining enterprise
Priargunsky mining and chemical enterprise

Kachkanar iron mining complex
Chusovoy and Nizhniy Tagil plants
Vanadii-Tulachermet

Ural'skiye Gory
do.
Tula Oblast', North Caucasus

Bashkir copper-zinc complex
Buribai copper-zinc mining complex
Gai copper-zinc mining-beneficiation complex
Kirovgrad copper enterprise
Sredneuralsk copper complex
Uchali copper-zinc mining-beneficiation complex
Chelyabinsk electrolytic zinc plant
Elektrotsink plant [Ural Mining and Metallurgical
Co. (UMMC)]
Uralelektromed plant [Ural Mining and Metallurgical
Co. (UMMC)]
Kovdor iron ore mining and beneficiation complex

Sibai, southern Ural Mountains
Buribai, southern Ural Mountains
Gai, southern Ural Mountains
Kirovgrad, central Ural Mountains
Revda, central Ural Mountains
Uchalinskiy Rayon, southern Urals
Chelyabinskaya Oblast'
Vladikavkaz, North Caucasus
Verkhnaya Pyshma

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
3,500

4

NA
17,000
NA
5,000
1,500
25,000
1,200
5,000
90,000
200,000
90,000
17,000

Kola Peninsula

3,500

e

Estimated; estimated data are rounded to no more than three significant digits. Do., do. Ditto. NA Not available.
Table includes data available through February 28, 2009.
2
Many location names have changed since the breakup of the Soviet Union. Many enterprises, however, are still named or commonly referred to based on the
former location name, which accounts for discrepancies in the names of enterprises and that of locations.

1

3

United Company RUSAL was formed by the merger of RUSAL (Russian Aluminum), SUAL (Siberian-Urals Aluminum Company), and the alumina
assets of Glencore International AG of Switzerland; the merger was completed in March 2007.

4

Capacity estimates are totals for all enterprises that produce that commodity.
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